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Common sense and
South African freedom
" The Azanian people have decided to take up arms against Verwoerd, lackey
of Wall Street and London, and his henchmen, tools of the imperialists and
coloniaIists headed by the US. ... We have learned through bitter lessons
that the policy of 'peaceful' coexistence, of co-operation with the enemy,
is a bankrupt, dangerous policy. ... We ha-ve learned that only by meeting
imperialism with force can we achieve victory."
Thus the Azanian (South African) delegate to the Afro-Asian Journalists
Association plenary meeting in Peking, in April.
" The United States makes more than $150 million a year in South Africa;
Britain makes more than $400 million a year there. Britain has a problem
with the pound sterling and the United States has a war in Vietnam.
[Verwoerd] says he is counting on ' the common sense and sane judgement
of the United States and Britain to guarantee the safety of the whites in
this country'. He is probably not miscalculating."
Thus the New York Times in June.
in Rhodesia, where Britain seems anxious not to
make sanctions work, had already reduced her reputation in Africa to its lowest
point. Since then we have seen the refusal of the British Government to delay
independence to Basutoland's collaborationist minority Government, the
decision to hand over Bechuanaland virtually penniless to independence at
Verwoerd's mercy, and the Hague fiasco, whereby Europe's judges at the World
Court have allowed South-West Africa to remain legally under South Africa's
heel.
THE CONTINUING PANTOMIME
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WITHOUT A BREATH OR A MURMUR:

even to express regret at these events. The
Times celebrated the avoidance of a clash between South Africa and the United
Nations as a result of the Hague fiasco. United States diplomats in Pretoria
and Cape Town, we learn on good authority, openly expressed relief at South
Africa's reprieve from a legal reckoning over South-West Africa at the Hague.
There is nothing to 'be gained from bewailing and condemnation. Southern
Africans who exp~cted more than words from the Government of the United
States and Britain should only bewail their own lack of understanding. What
must be done is to remedy the situation. Africa and her friends - Britons and
Americans among them - must bring home to the United States and British
governments the true meaning of the end of peaceful coexistence of enslaved
southern Africa with Wall Street and London. The aftermath of physical
insurgency in South Africa, without United States and British support or even
,opposed by these countries, may see an alienation of these countries from free
southern Africa of an implacability unimaginable at this time. Alternatively,
should such a struggle involve the United States and Britain in a conflict
esc,alating into nuclear \-var, there would be no aftermath.
THERE HAS BEEN NO ATTEMPT

Ake Loba
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In 1963 The New African changed overnight from" the radical monthly" to "the
radical revievl ", thus dodging the South African Government's demand for a forfeitable £5,000 registration fee, aimed at crippling it financially. Safely out of Vorster's
reach we now have to dodge another crippling financial blow in the form of soaring
printing and mailing charges. So in 1966 - as in 1963, and in line with some of our
conten1poraries - we come out ten times, without a February or August issue.
September sees LEWIS NKOSI (now on his way to the UN seminar on apartheid in
Braz'il) examine South African student politics, while members of the University of
Nigeria, N sukka contribute verse and criticism from their forthcoming collection. These
are in honour of the 12th International Students' C'onference in Nairobi in August, to
. which page 143 is also addressed. Elsewhere regular contributors MATTHE\V NKOAN:A
and REGINALD HERBCLD GREEN write on South Africa's heroes and the Ghana and
Nigeria plans, respectively. RONALD DATHORNE assesses the seminal nature of MOFOLO'S
Southern Sotho novels and WILLFRIED FEUSER'S series of translations from French
novelists continues with AKE LOBA. One of the reviewers is SUZANNE CRONJE, who
contributes a controversial article in October - "How many Africans?" Another,
A. B. NGCOBO queries the subtitle to MORRIS'S Washing of the Spears - "the rise and
fall of the Zulu nation" - fall no, transformation yes.
•
article" East African Economic Union - Breakup or Breakthrough "
(May-June) represented the conclusions he drew from his academic research on this
topic. While he has 'acted as a consulant to the Tanzanian 'Government on Economic
Union questions, the article was neither based on confidential material nor necessarily
representative of the Tanzanian Government's views.
DR. R. H. GREEN'S

Published by Gransight Holdings Ltd., 12 Gayfere Street.
London. W.t, and Printed by G()odwin Press Ltd. (T.V.),
135 Fonthill Road, London, N.4, England.
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Southern African students
standing up to racist
tyranny must be supported

Salute
to defiance

a message
to the 12th
international
Students
Conference
Nairobi

gle for basic human rights and the destruction of apartheid in order to reorganise the
society on democratic lines with a government based on the will of the people."
The Statement of the ISC secretariat in
November 1965 must also be turned into
action. It called on " students of ali nations
to support the students of Rhodesia in their
struggle against the oppression which is
openly invading the very halls of the university and in their struggle for liberty and
democratic rule in their country." Even if
the university in Salisbury is doomed, the
students of Southern Rhodesia - some of
them in Smith's detention camps - must
be supported to the limit of the ability of
the world's students.

e

200 DELEGATES to the 12th International Students' Conference, meeting in
Nairobi this month, ,,,ill be in spirit with
those fifty to sixty students of the University
College of Rhodesia who, with some staff
members, have focussed world attention on
the opposition to the Smith regime of the
African people in Southern Rhodesia. This
has happened at a time when outsiders in
their country are anxious to deny this unacceptability, and are helped to do so by the
Smith regime's efficient censorship arid its
repression of protest. Many are paying a
heavy price in the loss of their liberty and
the ruin of their academic careers. The
future of the university itself is threatened.
In the long story of the students' clash
with authority bne incident may be recalled.
On 16 July a party of guilty men attending
the graduation ceremony at Salisbury were
mobbed by the students who, according to
a London daily, " swarmed towards the dais
screaming 'Rebels! '" (Why do Africans
" scream" while others "shout" in Press
reports - a subconscious statement of belief
in African immaturity?) The guilty men
included two of Smith's cabinet members,
with Lord (" rider and horse") Malvern,
and the guest of honour Dr J. P. Duminy,
who mounted this platform with more ease
than he had Bobby Kennedy's at his own
university shortly before. (The Students'
Academic Freedom Committee, Kennedy's
hosts, had kept Rector Duminy off the platform until he had reluctantly and with much
qualification associated himself with the
their protest at the ban on the NUSAS
president, Ian Robertson.) A more suitable
host at Salisbury was Dr WaIter Adams, the
principal of the College, who is about to
become director of the London School of
Economics. In the police-state atmosphere
around them their defiance is to be saluted.

THE

IF THOSE FIFTY-ODD African students have
~or .the outside world symbolised black reJectIon of the Rhodesian Front's seizure of
power, Dr Adams has been to the overseas
press the shining star of white liberal steadf~stness. One London newspaper mused that
hI~ appointment to the LSE was highly
sUItable in view of its radical multiracial
tradition and his own record in Rhodesia.
A diffe~ent view is expressed in a Memorandum Issued by some of his Salisbury staff
members to supplement the Birley Report

on the March 1966 police-student clash at
the College, a memorandum endorsed by 54
of the 111 members of the staff. It accuses
Dr Adams of untruthfulness, identification
with the forces of oppression, stopping
legitimate protests, contempt for students'
views and sensibilities, complete lack of
contact with a gravely serious situation,
failure to take a stand against police intervention and unwillingness to protest at
encroachment on the freedom of the College. It tells a pathetic story of the betrayal
not only of the principles of academic
freedom and intellectual liberty, but of the
students who had the courage' to oppose
Smith's ugly regime.
" We feel it is necessary to oppose with
vigour every attempt by the regime to restrict the freedom of the College ... " says
the Memorandum. " By neglecting to defend
our principles now we run the risk of becoming an object of contempt in the
Rhodesia of the future and in the eyes of
the world." Those who have so neglected
are already an obj ect of contempt.
FELLOW HEADS of
colleges have already sold the pass and are
powerless to answer the South African
government's latest attack with honour. It is
a bill giving the Government "sweeping
powers to ensure that there is no social
mixing on campuses and prohibiting multiracial membership of NUSAS and student
representative councils. The Minister of
Education is also authorised in effect to
order the expulsion of any non-White
student at a White university (a few remain
doing courses not offered at the 'tribal colleges ') 'if he considers such withdrawal to
be in the public interest '." (The Star,
Johannesburg, 6 August, 1966.) The bill is
characterstically named Extension of U niversity Education Amendment ,Bill.
FURTHER SOUTH HIS

FAILED AS THEY HAVE BEEN by the
Adamses and Duminys and by all 'but a few
of their dons -(most of the strong dissenters
at Salisbury being now deported), the
students of Southern Africa must rely on
their own resources. It is more than ever
necessary, therefore, that the International
Students' Conference should find ways of
acting on its resolution at its 11th conference calling on all National Unions to
support the South African students' (( strug-
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VOICES FROM NSUKKA

1. Students
and the
Art of Poetry
PETER THOMAS
CAN ONE TEACH" Creative Writing? " Surely all writers - poets
particularly - are born, not made. If a man (or woman) is not
already writing, and has been since early childhood, because of
some long compulsion to organise experience through words, no
amount of training will suddenly conjure an artist out of the dead
wood. So I thought in Ghana six years ago, when a directive from
the Ministry of Education instructed all English Departments to
establish courses, run classes - and let there be Creative Writers!
My own response was to invite any pupils of mine who were
writing for their own satisfaction beyond the requirements of the
curriculum to let me know and I would do what I could to help
them with critical advice. The most enthusiastic came from the
junior classeS of the Secondary School where I was trying to set
going a course in Spoken English and several. bright boys had
progressed from composing speech exercises to attempting more
serious verses of their own, many of which showed a latent talent
for exploiting the sounds of the language and a gift for imagery that
only needed direction to become impressive and compelling. From
David Holbrook's chapter 'Making things up' in English lor
Maturity (CUP, 19'61) and Margaret Langdon's little book on
"intensive writing" Let the Children Write (Longmans, 1961)
from which some of my adult students have profited, it seems that
teachers in England have had similar experiences with the children
in their classes. Indeed, the wide response to the latter experiment
indicates that this may be happening the world over.
It suggests, too, that there may well 'be a "poet-in-us-all" to
whom the determined and devoted artist can still address himself
despite the critic and that, dlough, -as Holbrook writes, "few, if
any, of our pupils will go on writing poetry when they leave
school ", nevertheless they can be made aware of the " way of seeing
things" that poetry is and of the "joy, even hilarity" which
marks that vision. If cltis is true of schoolchildren, one would hope
it to remain so of university students also, supposing them to have
survived me cult of "appreciation" upon which Karl Shapiro
pours much-merited scorn in his In Defence of Ignorance (Random
House, 1952-60) (from which the phrases in italics are quoted).
Unfortunately, in the four years I have 'been responsible for roe
Creative Writing Course in Verse at Nsukka, too many otherwise
promising candidates have presented work already marred by the
"Culture Cult" of so-called "Modern Poetry and Modern
Criticism". If any of them is to be liberated into a reasonable
chance of becoming a true poet, he must first be diabused of this
appalling fallacy. I am still not satisfied that I have convinced as
many as I could wish how necessary it is for them to set aside " all
the mistaken approaches" to the art they would practice and start
again with "minds washed free" of this contemporary and
contemptible cant.
WHAT IS ENCOURAGING, however, is that anyone has come to me at
all- though this has been happening ever since I became a teacher
and any pupil of mine got wind of the fact·that I also tried to write
poems. Long before I left England or was involved in an official

These extracts from PET E R T H 0 M AS' S assay and the
three poems that follow it are from Nsukka, an anthology of new
writing from the University of Nigeria, to be published by
Heinemann, London.

" course", I found myself being approaohed by shy young wouldbe writers, not only of poems but also of stories and plays, wanting
to know if their work was " any good " and how could they improve
it. This incurred long hours of "extra-curricular" reading and
discussion, but if it has enabled any of them to find a voice I
cannot feel it has been time wasted.
While I still largely agree with Shapiro that there is "no
specific training required for the neophyte pO'et" I am also convinced that if he is to be directed at all (and many seem to feel
they need direction) it is better done by a fellow-artist in whose
experience he can place some confidence than by anyone else. After
all, painters, sculptors, musicians and actors undergo a trainingthrough-apprenticeship in their particular skills before they" take
off" on their own. And one gathers from Sir Arthur Grimble's
Return to the Islands that Polynesian poets are not above consulting
their peers. In this, it seems to me, American Universities with their
various "artists in residence" are much in advance of British
institutions that leave young poets contemptuously to their own
devices, not only in forming their styles but in finding a market for
their wares. Again, if any Nigerian student has placed his work
through efforts of encouragement of mine, that is reward enough for
the time I have spent talking about his work and suggesting where
it might be offered.
One young man, who has now laid the foundations for what I
hope will be a merited reputation, was kind enough a year ago to
express his thanks by letter. "There are ", he wrote, "two things
that help to make a poet. He must have the gift within him and he
must develop the art to put across his natural gift. In other words,
poets may be born, but the art of writing poetry requires some
technique and development.... Mr Echeruo [a Nigerian colleague
now on study leave in the US] was the first to notice that I had
something of a poet in me. You have . . . brought out or have given
the directions for the poetry to come out." While contributing on
poetry and drama to The Ghanaian (1958-60), I wrote a series of
articles under ,the title "Wanted, An African Muse ", urging
against the old prejudice that West African landscape and climate
provided" too brutalising an atmosphere" for a developed poetry
the need for West African poets to "speak that landscape" for
themselves. By this, I meant something more (and other) than
" Nature poetry" in the Romantic manner and was pleased that me
first "tutorial" essay I ever received at Nsukka made the point
that such poetry was impossible and unnecessary for Nigerians.
What I had in mind was a poetry of this land, this people, rather
than something fashioned after foreign models and foreign idioms
of approach. It so happens that the language is English though the
poets are Nigerians, but since I came here I have seen that work
attempted with fair success. Poets in Nigeria, indeed, seem to find
a more attentive audience and to be held in higher esteem than
obtains in the Western Technocracies.* Insofar as I have been able
to "direct" such talent as has come to my notice here, certain
interesting problems have arisen in matching the language chosen
to the end in view. . . .
* On the 'sudden efflorescence of poetry in Nigeria, cf. the Introduction to
Modern Poetry from Africa, ed. Gerald Moore & UUi Beier. (penguin
·African Library, 1963).
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2. Three Poems

those problems are
acute and special; the successes perhaps even more satisfying than
are those of the native English-speaker, whether British or
American. Possibly because of the " exam readings" to which our
students are subjected. I find that most of my neophytes reproduce
the idioms and cliches of anything from Elizabethan to Romantic
writers without being aware that such phrases now seem archaic or
affected and are most certainly defunct. They will even" lift" or
" echo" complete lines from Shakespeare, Milton, W ordsworth or
Keats and tell me afterwards they have no recollection of ever
having seen the poem quoted.
Apart from fairly obvious things, like" thee" and" thou" (with
or without the verbal inflections that should follow, I don't know
which is worse) and the redundant auxiliary" did ", one gets such
phrases as "yonder east/west/hill/hamlet" or whatever; such
epithets as "litllesome", "balmy", "hapless" - even "so fair
and bright" in a single line or " the sweetness of glorious morning ", where obviously the writer's grasp has relaxed or attention
wandered and instead of making the language work he is asking
it to do the work for him. In this, I sometimes think the few girls
who attend my classes are worse offenders than the men - or at
least, less readily cured. It is very difficult to persuade them, either
men or women, that however" inflated" the language of poetry
may be it must nevertheless rise from the current diction of the age.
The cure lies partly in further reading, to increase awareness and
good taste in these matters, partly in developing an instinct for the
right word or phrase in a given situation - something that can only
come with much practice and a growing literary experience. Only
gradually does the apprentice come to see that he cannot call his
dead father "dad" in a serious poem or refer to "soup" or
" tubers" without offending against decorum and risking comic
(at least risible) associations; that" when we were little kids" and
"you gotta move fast" are as misplaced as "yonder hoary hill "
and " the trembling finger of dawn", especially when they occur in
the same poem!
Closely related to such solecisms as these - the result of inexperience as much as ill-judgement, I believe - is the tendency
either to the 18th-century inflation of "Would the balloonic spirit
rise higher/than learns in his flight" or the sheer prose of " Am I
like the majestic but short-lived thunder/whose noisy entry is
heralded by lightning/flashing with luminous fanfare". This last
example is taken from the first and unsolicited submissions of a
writer by no means lacking in ability. Like many of his predecessors, he needs to learn that more than half the art of language lies
in "pruning" - not putting words in but taking them out, so
that the remaining few work hard and work together.
Some economy may be achieved by a sparing use of qualifying
words (adjectives, adverbs), thus" creating" rather than describing
a person, place or situation, and those that are used must be original
in their conjunction, strategic in their placing. This is the first step
towards converting simile into metaphor and metaphor into single,
dominating figure which is the "secret" of all successful poetry
(whose thrill is conjured ,by the words but somehow lies beyond
..
.
them). ' , '
WHEN ENGLISH IS A "SECOND LANGUAGE ",

, .\

e

when I gaze at the babbling crowd,
I hear the music of all the world
and the gurgle of children unborn
when I listen to the falling rain
I see the leaves dancing
and the wind singing
the wind dancing
and the leaves singing
and the crowd babbling
nodding and red-eyed,
I sing and sing and sing with the crO'Wd,
a great he-goat smelling suddenly by,
sniffing at the crowd, at me, at rain falling
from the sky
sniffing long at the leaves
biting off some le{lf)es;
that wayed to the deep drowsy requiem of
the rain

am I losing my babbling crowd
to a great he-goat-chase?
my dark fertile crowd
pursuing a great he-goat,
like she-goats
under heavy black rain

POL

N.

NDU
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11

I have lain behind closed doors
naked,
sniffing the odours of camwood;
for four floods,
sighing at the fading indigo,
counting mauled cofJJTies
among fish rafts
and stools of wood;
while the rest,
immersed in chalk and clay
chant:
Kwambelle! Kwambelle!
The echo resounds
and my head is immersed
in pitchers of ashes,
in broken pots and waters of resurrection
stagnant in pools of sacrificial blood:
my face will be cleaned
my hand will be cleansed.
Ojukwu!
that is unabating, untiring,
powerful wrathful.
Ojuk<zvu!
undying . .. life-long.
.lYo.
Not till these trees fall,
till the body melts
between birth and rebirth
shall I cease pilgrimage
to your court ...
follov.nng the rest undress
feeling at rest and dressed,
chanting:
Kwambelle! Kwambelle!

11
Who shall stop you
Onuchi,
reeling your 'Voice
at dusk and dawn,
calling for the search
of the palm-cutter
lost between dusk and dawn?
In the rush of blood,
in the flow of prophesy
your nerves stiffen around your waist
and you sit,
while the drummers stir
and the dancers heave
and chant:

Kwambelle! Kwambell!!

III
I haTJe lain behind closed doors,
counting mauled cowries,
calling on the powerful, wrathful
Ojukwu.
On the threshold of prophesy,
'Without profanity;
on the truth of chalk and clay
and the immersion of the head
await the godhead in broken pots and waters
of resurrection

I stood,
Guarding the ruined watch tower
At the edge of the forest:
T he distant cock crowing,
The 0 gilisi branches closing
In the night dew,
T he moon fleeing,
Left the world
To darkness and to death.
They nod,
The 0 gilisi branches nod
In the cold night breeze
Shedding tears,
Mourning the death
Of a mother
Who slept at rny birth.
How long
Will this vigil last?
How long
Will the midnight oil burn,
Awaiting reunion
With the mother
Who would not return?

III
Twenty-one years
Of sleepless watching,
Mounting lone sentry
OKOGBULE WANODI
Bare feet
Under the heat
Of the desert sand;
Watching,
Exposed to the downpours
Of the October thunderstorms
Has bent 1ny trunk.
Doses of morphia,
I
Pills of soneryl
W here is the forest
Cannot efface
'W' oven into an opaque net
The den.t engraved
Of interesting stems
In nzy mind
That shuts out sunlight?
By the death
Where in that witch's haunt
Of the mother
- a damp vault
Of a motherless
In which mosquitoes bite
New-born child.
During the day
And the stench of rotten leaves
IV
Suffocated the passers-by
Mother,
Has she gone
T hey have paid me
To fetch firewood?
In counterfeit coins
F or twenty-one years slaving,
"We have
T oiling under the intense sun,
No knowledge
With none to fetch me
Which enemy's farm
A mid-day meal
Encircled with talisman
When those
Dangling from a rope
On
the nearby farm
- a male monkey's sinews Have retired,
S he strayed into.
Resting under the shade
God alone knows
Of the breadfruit tree,
Where she can be found"
Chatting,
Feasting.
She slept
Six feet
Yet I am left
Below the weight
Mounting lone sentry
Of the cemetery slab.
Exposed to the chilly winds
But these perfect curves,
Awaiting reunion with
These lips,
The mother
This model,
Who slept at my birth.
God left the 'World
Will she ever return?
S hall notrot
CLEM. ABIAZIEM OKAFOR
Burrowed by worms.
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KE\\EDY
AND
\USAS
ULTIlv1ATELY THERE CAN be no agreement as to the gains which
flowed from Robert Kennedy's visit to South Africa. It is true that
the South African Government was shaken by the experience;
from the very beginning the Government had bungled things
hopelessly in ian effort to rob the visit of its full impact. Forty
newsmen who were to accompany Kennedy into South Africa were
banned by the South African Government; but even more controversial was the ban slapped on Ian Robertson, president of the
National Union of South African Students, who extended the
invitation to Kennedy in the first place and was to have accompanied the visitors throughout Kennedy's tour of student centres.
Such actions, of course, merely helped to focus adverse publicity
on South Africa and also insured that Kennedy's visit would be
watched by the entire world. At home, writers Stanley Uys and
Terry St Martin were entertaining thousands of readers of the
Sunday Times with a skit on the South African Government.
As Uys and St Martin viewed the situation, a hilarious" Minister
of Justice, Internal Security, Defence and Education", was about
to call in the South Mrican army, navy and air force to deal with
the Robert Woolf menace. As one nervous staff officer reported it:
"I've got the latest' Current Affairs' report on this Woolf.
He represents the extreme left in America and he's a millionaire.
He is backed by the Wall Street-Moscow Street Axis. He aims to
be the first Red President of America and hand over the country
to the blacks."

found no humour in the repressive
measures taken against their president. For the first time in years
all the pent-up feelings against the Verwoerd regime spilled out
from the harassed English-speaking universities. Mass demonstrations, nightly vigils, candle marches were held in big centres
like Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town; and speakers from
platforms throughout the country challenged Justice Minister
Balthazar Vorster to state the reasons for banning student leaders
lan Robertson from participating in any organised life and banning
him from leaving the magisterial area of Cape Town for five
years. Failing this, demands were made for a fair trial through
which the Minister's judgement could be publicly contested. At a
public meeting of 1,500 people in J10hannesburg the lone liberal
parliamentarian in South Africa, Mrs Relen Suzman, attacked the
ban in ringing, angry language. "There are signs," she said, " that
the ordinary people are beginning to realise that the time has come
to halt the erosion of ordinary civil liberty."
Condemning arbitrary arrests, and detention without trial, without even a explanation of the reasons, condemning also the various
executive banning orders, Relen Suzman protested:
" Such methods are a disgrace to a so-called civilised country
- and outside being used in a declared state of emergency a,:e, I believe, only found behind the Iron Curtain, in Black
dIctatorships and in Fascist countries....
ON THE WHOLE THE STUDENTS

I.. ~ W I S N K 0 SI,

literary editor of The New African, also
edtts South Africa - Information and Analysis, a monthly
bulletin published by the Congress for Cultural Freedom, 404
Boulevard Haussmann, Paris, 8e, in which this article 1lJill also
appear.

an injection of black students into
South Africa's student movement
is needed, for black students
WOUld act through their vested
interest in social change and not
through their consciences alone

LEWIS NKOSI
"I have some advice for parents - don't panic. Vorster
wants to frighten you into warning your sons and daughters
against that 'dangerous and subversive' body, NUSAS. Don't
let him do it. Re won't win - not if we stand by lan Robertson
and NUSAS in their moment of ordeal."
to protest meetings to
record the speeches and photograph the participants. Meanwhile
at Cape Town university a first-rate row had broken out between
the principal, Dr J. P. Duminy, and the students. To many students
Duminy has not only seemed to run with the hares but is now
firmly in the middle of the hunters. That is as they see it. Perhaps
fearing the consequences of student activity at his University,
Principal Duminy has always tried to dampen student militancy
since the days when some die-hard activists and integrationists used
to smuggle non-white students into Varsity dances. Hearing of the
Government ban against lan Robertson, Dr Duminy wrote the
student leaders:
"I'm not entirely persuaded at the present stage that his
(Robertson) banning has to do with his office in NUSAS, but I
find it most distressing that it should have come at a time when
it could hardly have proved to be a greater embarrassment to
that body."
Duminy's words that Robertson was not banned for his office in
NUSAS could only offer comfort to the Government and many
Government supporters who view NUSAS as only a front for
subversive activities. But since Robertson is a member of only a
legal party, the Progressive Party, which is on the right of even
Alan Patan's Liberal Party and is forever deplored by African
Nationalists for its conservatism, it is difficult to see what Duminy
intended to convey by that paragraph of his letter. That Robertson
was a dangerous subversive militant? This I doubt. But what then?
The Student newspaper, Varsity, was naturally furious with
Duminy:
" This university prides itself on its ' liberal tradition,' " it said
in an editorial. "The stand taken by the students, certain members of the staff and convocation at last Friday's meeting was an
expression of this tradition. But there was a deplorable omission
- absence of and lack of support from th.e principal and viceprincipal."
Finally, award-winning editor Laurence Gander for the Johannesburg Rand Daily Mail was only too glad to join battle on
behalf of the students. In a full-page article Gander wrote:
"The Government fears and dislikes NUSAS for more
straightforward reasons. First, it is an organisation of young
people and it has always been a major aim 'Of authoritarian
regimes to capture the minds of the country's youth, knowing
that it provides the leaders and the public of tomorrow.
"Second, in a period in which pressure for conformity of
thought is becoming intense, NUSAS remains one of the few
bodies still playing a valuable part in the struggle for a better
social order here, and refusing to isolate itself from ,the main
currents of human thought and feeling coursing through the
wider world.
" More particularly it continues to reflect the social ideals and
ELSEWHERE VORSTER SENT HIS POLICE
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moral values of the Western community of nations at a time when
South Africa is busy contracting out of this community, just
as she withdrew from the Commonwealth when the great family
of peoples ceased to be a sort of club for white countries....
" It is the vigour of youth, its idealism and its determination
to think for itself that the Government fears in NUSAS. Here is
a group of young people growing up without all the inherited
prejudices and colour phobias of their parents and without their
traditional attachments to political parties with ancient, frozen
attitudes to race problems."
WHILE BY AND LARGE MR GANDAR'S analysis is true, someone with
the background of South Africa may question some of the congratulatory sentiments published above. It is surely questionable to
what extent are white university students " growing up without all
the inherited prejudices and colour phobias of their parents".
While it is true that in a country like South Africa the student
movement seems to be the only one capable not only of uniting
young people on non-party lines but of taking political action on
mass scale, such action offers no real challenge to the status quo.
Judging the temper of the Verwoerd regime concerning any action
likely to upset the present political balance, white student leaders
make it a point to confine themselves to generalities. As such they
are not required to make up their minds about what kind of society
they want, who should vote and should not vote; and in the
circumstances it is questionable whether anyone is able to say with
any certainty, as Mr Gandar says, "that the students in NUSAS
"reflect the social ideals and moral values of the Western community of nations."
There has always been a wing in NUSAS of Liberal and Leftwing students who, because of their fervour, have steam-rollered the
organisation into challenging the status quo. On academic freedom
- especially the Government's interference with the right of nonwhite students to attend the so-called "white" universities, or the
right of these institutions to organise their own social life, to hire
the kind of teachers they want and to teach whom they want,
NUSAS has fought admirably and with persistence. This is perhaps
one reason why the South African Government is so irritable with
the organisation.
Though the organisation as a whole cannot be regarded as
revolutionary in any sense, it is its tolerant atmosphere which has
allowed Liberal and Left-wing students to take an active part that
has annoyed the Government; for the government feels that the
influence of these few students has been enormous and that NUSAS
has only provided them with a cover. The truth is that the students
who formed the Left-wing of NUSAS were already members of
political organisations, outside the university, which were themselves
more challenging to the status quo. The now-banned Congress of
Democrats, the Liberal Party and others. These s-tudents' militancy
within NUSAS was a natural extension of their political feelings
or political work outside the university. Thus when some of them
were implicated in the recent sabotage movement the Government
tried as best it could to damn the entire National Union of South
African Students as subversive and as a threat to the security of
the state. NUSAS was guilty by association.

NUSAS IS CERTAINLY CHALLENGING the conscience of white South
Mrica at the moment. It has the natural idealism of youth but also
the safety of all legal organisations in South Africa: for the fact is
that it does not, like student movements in other countries, wish
to carry its defiance of the South African Government to a point
where an actual showdown would be inevitable. Unlike students in
other parts of the world one does not expect NUSAS to run into
the streets defying tanks, burning Government installations, or
setting them alight in the interests of " freedom ". If this analysis
is true it brings us to another interesting observation about the
South African student movement. That the only students who can
have a stake in a real change are black and they play no effective
part in NUSAS.
NUSAS has in fact been banned in Non-White universities, or
tribal colleges; thus black students are effectively cut off not only
from any political organisation in their own communities, but from
the national organisation of all students. Without the black students
playing a major role in NUSAS the South African Government is
able to be charitable enough to allow protest meetings, demonstrations and even to see a delegation from NUSAS. It is understandable that where fear to offend the State is as strong as in
South Africa, NUSAS should now be seen to carry the flag for
social change; but a more realistic approach will in fact show that
when the chips are down NUSAS cannot be expected to incur the
full wrath of the State when it is the very privilege of its members
that the Government is fighting to secure for all time. It is only an
injection of black students into NUSA'S in effective numbers which
can take the organisation into anything like the student n10vements
in the United States, Latin America, Europe and Asia, for black
students would have a vested interest in social change, not merely
a twinge of conscience.
Black students are naturally more harassed, more closely watched
and less effective in their new apartheid universities. Not only are
they forbidden from creating effective organisations like NUSAS
but political activity is banned on their campuses. But even so the
African, Indian and Coloured students have always been effectively
cut off from the masses of the people - especially the African
students. The Missionary Colleges like Adams College, St Chads,
Ohlange and Mphumulo, (with perhaps the exception of St Peter's
with its progressive Anglican 'Community) have been elitist schools
effectively sealed off from the communities around for the entire
terms of academic training; whatever political feeling there was
has therefore been effectively bottled up and kept entirely within
the institutions. When, as has often happened, there were strikes,
premises burned, and official cars stoned, such news reached the
African community in trickles as rumour, assertions and denials.
Parents could see their children arriving home one day without a
clear notion of why they had been sent down. This, in a way, has
determined the character of African student movements. They
cannot be compared with American students, or Vietnam students,
or students in other open countries where as an organised academic
community they are able to exercise enormous politicall influence on
their governments, in some cases, are even responsible for their
downfall.
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NATION-BUILDING IN THE NEW AFRICA

South Africa's heroes
in the struggle
for emancipation
~I1ATTHEW

NKOANA

FROM ITS INCEPTIO in the early fifties, "Our National Heroes
Day" (July 31) held out the promise of developing into an imI:0rtant national institution in South Africa. It is part of a determIned
effort by an enslaved people to rediscover its shrines from .the
wreckage of history's blood and carnage - a revolt agaInst
European ideological suzerainty in culture, politics and historio. . .
graphy.
This commemorative event IS the focal pOInt of a mamfold
nation-building programme which is the theme of ,this and succeeding articles. Observed only by small patriotic groups i~ a few
centres in 1953, it has 'since grown with each succeeding year
marked by an increasing upsurge of national feeling. By 1959 it
had spread throughout the land, and was observed even inside
prisons in the post-Sharpeville years.
For many patriots July 31 is only the beginning of a meditative
period, a kind of pilgrimage, which often lingers on right cl1rough
August into September. Thus it was that in 1959 it tailed off with
formal ceremonies held on September 8 in all the six regions into
which dIe Pan-Africanist Congress had redivided the country.
Like all occasions with a deep emotional and sentimental content,
it is not easy to recapture in writing the mood and describe the
theme at these ceremonies. One could sum it up as a period of
rededication to the cause of African freedom, with strong undercurrents of national sorrow and moral indignation over heinous
crimes of conquest.
At its inception it had pronounced religious undertones and was
known as the Lembede Anniversary Service, though its programme
consisted mainly of lectures on African Nationalism and Africanism,
while amongst its immediate practical aims was the setting up of
a Leinbede Anniversary Scholarship Fund. This was in memory
of a past president of the African National Congress Youth League.
"As time went on, however," says an editorial in the JulyAugust 1959 issue of The Africanist "it was felt more and more
that though Anton Muziwakhe Lembede was our immediate source
of inspiration he was not the genesis of African nationalism. He
h· ~ s If was inspired b the noble deeds and utterances of the great
African heroes.... "
Those heroe included all the African kings in South Africa's
histo y who had taken up arms against the colonists from Europe.
These great patriots, together with their brave warriors, had been
depicted by White supremacist writers as no more than savage
hordes. Indeed "Our ational Heroes Day" was pan of a reo ientation programme motivated by what The Africanist called
"our determination no longer to swallow the white man's
propaganda."
In the words of the same editorial "this move to remember our
heroes is in line with the general trend in Africa towards an African
o ientation, the attempt to recreate a set of values that will give
meaning to the lives of our people.... " It went on: "In deciding
who are our national heroes, we set up our own criteria which needs
J
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must be different from those of the oppressor, so that his scoundrels
are our heroes, and his ' heroes' are our renegades."
This presaged a drastic overhaul of standards imposed on. a
subject people by a rabidly racist oligarchy, a revaluation of SOCIal
norms, a reassessment of key historical events and the rewriting of
history - a challenge to the 'whole power structure which bad been
founded on a mythology of race differentiation.
The racist philosophy had permeated all strata cif society, a~d
had its victims among both the rulers and the ruled, a claSSIC
example of the truism that "the ruling ideas of 'any age are the
ideas of its ruling class." Through both subtle indoctrination and
rigid enforcement, the idea 'had come to be accepted even by
Africans, willy-nilly or unconsciously, that the white man was a
superior being with a right conferred from on high to lord it over
all others.
However irrational or Whatever the origins of this colossal myth,
those who believed or half-believed it on either side of the colour
line acted their part for most of the time with flawless precision.
Three centuries of rllls phenomenon had bred accommodating attitudes among Africans, leading to me development of what came to
be known as a slave mentality.
Elsewhere in the world ideas to the contrary might be commonplace. But in South Mrica this evil doctrine had spread to such
dimensions that it had become necessary - and still is to some
extent - to spare no effort in fighting for its elimination root and
branch. If the Mricans were to fight effectively for their freedom,
they had first to exorcise that slave mentality and attain mental and
spiritual emancipation.
ANTON MUZIWAKHE LEMBEDE was fully alive to the problem, as
an article he wrote in The Advocate (July 1947) indicates. Some
of the arguments he advances would be taken for granted today in
black South Africa, but they are interesting for the light they throw
on the struggle for liberation in its historical perspective. Following
is a passage from the article:
"Aristotle an ancient Greek philosopher, defined man as a
, rational animal '. Man is an animal, but lhe is distinguished from
other animals by his possession of mind, intellect or reason. The
most scientific definition of man still stands unchanged today. It
is thus evident, that skin pigmentation is not the essence of man.
In South Africa, however, more than in any other country in the
world, the colour of man's skin is worsh· ped, idolised and
adopted as an essential mark or criterion of human superiority.
The philosophy of colour-worship has no scientific foundation
whatsoever. It is a nefarious, devilish ideology which at present
is unfortunately dominating and holding sway over the minds of
most Europeans in this country. Africans are, according to this
ideolog
regarded as inferior creatures, incapable of higher
education, incapable of helping themselves, incapable of governing themselves, and even incapable of knowing what is good for
themselves. In short, A1fricans are looked upon as ape-men,
imbeciles, infants, and barbarians. Hence the colour laws of the
Union, aiming at colour discrimination against Africans.. This is
euphemistically called 'trusteeship'. Now this colour Ideology
is a serious menace to the existence or survival of the African
people. According to my estimate the African population of the
Union would be wiped off or exterminated in 500 ye'ars' time if
things went on as at present. Where are the Bushmen? Where
are the so-called Hottentots? There are already visible sings of
disintegration - physical deterioration, high infantile mortality.
social decay, gross illiteracy, dire poverty, desperation and
despair. This deadly process of doom must be halted - in time.
The remedy is of course obvious. The Africans must achieve
political freedom. In order to assure the continued existence of
the Africans as a people the colour ideology must be smashed
and overthrown. The grim struggle for the overthrow of this
ideology will demand of us an unshakeable will power, resolute
determination, and an unwavering faith in our divine destiny
which is national freedom under the banner of Africanism.
Should we fail or falter in this gigantic struggle, future generations will pass a verdict of guilt on us, and we shall be cursed
by our children."
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The extent to which Mrican submission to that ideology was
considered a serious problem is evident in the contents of The
Africanist which, 12 years later, said in a commemorative article
on Lembede:
" It was the same Anton Muziwakhe Lembede who, in the field
of education and study, demonstrated . . . that the Mrican, so
far from being an ape-man, was very much human, and that like
the other members of the human race, he was capable of scaling
the lofty Himalayan heights of achievement. He rose and towered
'high, and thus exploded once and for an the myth of the Black
man's intellectual inferiority.... "
It is also evident in a commemorative speech given by Mangaliso
Roben Sobukwe, President of the Pan-Mricanist Congress, in
1959, on the occasion of Our National Heroes Day. Under the subheading MENTAL REVOLUTION, Sobukwe said:
" We have stated in the past, in all our documents, that whatever campaign is launched by any liberatory movement worth the
name, must at all times be related to the ultimate objectives and
must assist in building the fighting capacity of the masses.
"Now for over 300 years, the white foreign ruling minority
has used its power to inculcate in the Mrican a feeling of inferiority. This group has educated the Mrican to accept the status quo
of white supremacy and Black inferiority as normal.
" It is our task to exorcise this slave mentality, and to impart
to the African masses that sense of self-reliance which will ma'ke
them choose 'to starve in freedom rather cl1an have plenty in
bondage '; the self-reliance that will make them prefer selfgovernment to the good government preferred by the ANC's
leader." (Chief Luthuli had just made a statement to the effect
that it did not matter to him as to who ruled, so long as "we
are governed justly".)
Lern:bede died in July 1947, at the age of 32. He had devoted
most of his life to study and teaching, and among his achievements
were the degree of Bachelor of Laws and a Master's degree in
philosophy. But it is in the realm of politics that he is especially
remembered as an African hero. Although only four years in active
politics, his ideas made a lasting impact on the South African
scene. The Africanist has recorded:
" For it was he who first crystallised the ideas and aspirations
of Africans as a people struggling for emancipation. . . . He it
was who first set forth the nature and basis of our struggle for
national freedom . . . holding out tlte vision of a great Africa
passing through the crucible of struggle and reaching out to a
new world of Africanist democracy."
The events that followed on the crestwave of 'a surging nationalism which Lembede set in motion have been breathtaking in their
sweep. But these were yet to come, posthumously. What Lembede
did, in his brief hectic four years in the political arena, was to lay
the foundations of a movement that was to mature after his death.
THE MOVEMENT OWED its initial boost to the ferment of ideas about
freedom which accompanied the war years and accelerated in the
immediate post-war period. These ideas first found organisational
expression when the African National Congress Youth League was
formed in 1944, but met with much resistance in the African
National Congress itself.
The ANC at this time made very few if any incursions into
protest politics, and when it did, as in anti-pass campaigns, its
leaders". At a time when the choicest liberal thing for the whites
Government nor to impair their image as "responsible Native
Leaders". At a time when the choicest liberal thing for the whites
to say was" Natives are human beings, too ", to be thought of as
a responsible Native leader was a temptation few could resist.
The accolades came from certain liberal and communist elements
in the white community who saw themselves as "friends of the
Native", but as a rule had very little in common except their
whiteness and fear of any real African pressure for change. Of them
a cynic, in a celebrated taunt, has s'aid: "The liberals will do anything for the Natives except get off their Ibacks."
But in a society ridden through and through with intolerance and
hatred of the African, the voice of these few" sympathisers" assumed in the ears of the oppressed an importance out of all pro-

portion to its quality. So when they advised caution and warned
Africans not to alienate the sympathies of the whites (meaning their
sympathies, of course), there was ready response.
The overall effect of these conditions over the years had been to
entrench an illusion that Africans could gain their freedom by
negotiation with the White supremacists. There had ah,vays been a
sprinkling of so-called liberals in any party in power in the history
of the Cape Colony and later in that of the Union of South Africa,
and this had beguiling influence upon the Africans.
At this particular time there was in power as Deputy Prime
Minister a man who has been described as South Africa's" most
liberal statesman," Jan Hofmeyr, deputising for the globe-trotting
Smuts who had a hand in the Atlantic ICharter. So however misplaced, the faith of the African leaders in the ultimate dawn of
sanity in South Mrica was understandable. But it was completely
inexcusable for them to desist from organising mass action as a
lever for their negotiations.
If that sounds too condemnatory, it is not because of a lack of
sympathy for the leaders of
time. It is rather because there is
a need for a corrective as the same tendencies have persisted to this
day. My main concern, however, is to place the Lembede-inspried
movement in its proper perspective, and that means projecting it
against the background of the activities of the so-<alled moderates
of his time.
For "moderates" read "renegades" in accordance with The
Africanist criteria 'by which those regarded as Mrican heroes are
judged. Playing up to white liberal opinion, whiCh had set itself as
the arbiter of political sophistication among Africans, these" renegades " thought little of accusing their own people of " extremism ",
anxious to "prove" that they were not" like the others ". But
their sweet reasonableness did not earn them a single seat in the
House of Assembly or Senate, in both of which some of the selfsame "friends of the Natives" sat to perpetuate the fraud of
" Native representation ".
The African leaders themselves sat on a body called the Native
Representative Council, a safety-valve Government-created institution which they refused to boycott when Lembede urged them
to do so. One of them, Dr J. S. Moroka, with the benefit of hindsight after the Malan Government had shut down the NRC, was
later to say of it: " You sat down there, you came with resolutions,
you talked until your mouth was dry and that was the last you
heard of it. It was a disgrace; tomfoolery out and out."
But it was not for lack of wiser counsel that they sat down
through that tomfoolery. Indeed, one of their numbers, Paul
Mosaka, said at the time that it was" a toy telephone ", but continued to use it! A motion by Lembede for a boycott of the NRC
was defeated at a special conference of the AN'C called in 19:46 by
Dr A. B. Xuma as President-General.
It was at a time of great strife in the country, with police either
shooting down or baton-charging striking African miners. In a
typical NRC posture, its members were taking pairs to deny
Government accusations of "extremism and recklessness" in the
language they had used about the strike, and ingratiating themselves
with the powers-that-be by pointing fingers at " trouble-makers ".
Speaking before the "liberal" Hofmeyr at the NRC meeting,
and no doubt choosing the words he used partly for effect, R. V.
Selope-Thema, a veteran ANC leader, complained: "Do you want
us to join the forces that are outside, those forces which are out to
destroy? If you drive us to that we shall know what to do; but we
don't want to do that."
Outside, the post-war wind was blowing. But the hold of White
supremecy on the mind of the African still held the gale back. The
indefatigable Lembede, undaunted by what he must have known
was no more than a temporary set-back at the 1946 special conference of the AN'C, continued full steam ahead, injecting militancy
into the liberation movement. He had hardly concluded a series of
mass meetings in 1947, appealing directly to the people for a
boycott of the " dummy institutions ", when 'he was struck down by
an illness from which he never recovered, and died.
There was widespread grief, and even the White press was moved
to publish an obituary. It included the fo'llowing quotation: "In the
garden of life a bird s~ng from the highest tree, and then soared
away."
[To be continued
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4. The Fading

have had to flee abroad to live as exiles and-are out of contact with
the masses here.
In 1963 and 1964 altogether 3,605 people,. most' :of them
Mricans, were arrested under repressive political laws.. Of these
1,167 were released without trial; 635 were tried but found not
guilty, 1,604 were found guilty and 199 have not been tried.' And
of these released without trial or found .not , guilty, '376" were
detained more than three months, 47 more than six months and
four for more than nine months. The figures were. given by
Vorster, the Minister of Injustice.
I

Slogans

'

I may ask, would not become apathetic without
leadership; when they find themselves trapped within a society
in which thought is restricted and a society in which men and
women can 'be seized, sometimes in the dead of night, from the
community and locked up in jails for no apparent reason. A
society in which a man or woman can go to work, never to
return until weeks later to tell the story of his arrest and confinement.
This is what is sowing fear and apathy out here.
The British vacillation over rebel Rhodesia and, to a greater
extent, the Ghana coup against Nkrumah's administration seem
to be adding to the hopelessness of the situation, the weakening
of morale.
But one thing that· enlivened the people in recent weeks has
been the visit to this country of the American senator Robert
Kennedy who told South Mrica in no uncertain terms that
apartheid was the Devil's own work. Africans saw in him a man
who was identifying himself "with them and their aspirations. They
are still excitedly under the great impact of his visit. He has
once more made politics meaningful among them.
The Boer Government which treated Sena"tor Kennedy like
a leper were stunned by his achievement and now that he has
returned to his country, they have started vilifying him: "He
was just a political campaigner trying to win Negro votes," they
squeal childishly.·
One can only hope the seeds Kennedy sowed, not those of
hate and prejudice being sown by the Verwoerds, take deep root
in the minds of the people.

AND WHAT PEOPLE,

Johannesburg
July 1966

are inclined to write their demands,
protests, pleas and appeals anywhere (usually on the nearest
wall) in the form of slogans. And you need only move about the
myriad townships, the black labour settlements, hidden on the
outskirts of South Africa's industrial cities and towns to reach
at the heart of how Africans really feel over their sorry condition.
Here in Soweto, Johannesburg's huge reservoir of black labour,
and Indian-populated Fordsburg I see scores upon scores of such
protest slogans daily:

AFRICANS IN SOUTH AFRICA

"TO HELL WITH VERWOERD," "FREE SOBUKWE NOW," " AWAY
WITH VORSTER AND FASCISM," "AWAY WITH PASSES THE
CHAINS," "SUPPORT MANDELA, SISULU AND KATHY," "NO BANTU
EDUCATION," " STAY HOME JUNE 26, 27, AND 28," " FREE MANDELA
OR BOMBS/' they scream and even on the not-so-sanctified
wall of a Calvinist Dutch Refonned Church in Soweto - "WE
WANT FREEDOM."
SOME OF THESE SLOGANS are already fading. Not because some
Verwoerd sympathiser or lover has been going the round in a
bi~ to erase them. No, they are fading because they were
wrItten some years back; some before the Nats really went mad,
others during the mad period when it become common practice
in this God-forsaken country to house-arrest, 90-day or 180-day
people - Black and White; when, in short, the rule of law
finally ended in South Africa. These slogans were written, to be
precise, at the time when the African masses were inflammable
beings and, like petrol, only needed their leaders to strike a
match, to give them orders to break the backs of the Verwoerds.
The fading slogans are no longer a true reflection of the mood
of ~ost Africans here today. The military might of the Boer
devtls-in-action coupled with their myriad of informers has struck
untold f~a!. ~nd apathy in~~ the la?ld. Today, ~nlike yesterday,
the pOSSIbIlitIes of an uprISIng agaInst the faSCIsts are, like the
slogans, fading; they are becoming more distant and are in fact
even perhaps dwindling. The people, unlike yesterday when they
~trode and protested with their heads held high and knew that
It was they who would have to do something to relieve themselves
of the burden, now pitch their hopes almost entirely on " assistance
from outside," from independent African states, from the United
States. It is a sorry state of affairs.
True, even yesterday they believed the outside world would
come to their res.cue but ~ore i~portan~ they knew then they
~d to do some!hmg; that It was ImperatIve to stir and act first
fore any outSIder would come in. This is the political vision
they have lost or are losing, out of fear, now.
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Thomas Mofolo
and the
Sotho hero

O. R. DATHORNEl

(1877-1948), the greatest Sotho .writer, wa~ a
product of Morija and even worked for the ParIs Evangehcal
Mission there at one time. Perhaps Mofolo's work more than any
of his contemporaries shows what Jahn has called" the synthesis
of Sotho tradition and Christianity." The New Testament had been
rendered into Southern Sotho as far back as 1868, a Southern
Sotho-English dictionary had been produced at Morija in 1876, and
an anonymous collection of folklore had been published at nearby
Platberg in 1850. It is therefore no- cause of surprise that Mofo!o
published L\1oeti oa bochabela (The Traveller to the East) In
1907.
In the story Fekisi is disgusted with the life round him. He
begins to ask certain questions about the source of cloud and rain,
the origin of the sun, the nature of God. I-Ie finds that the world
of nature seems by contrast to be happy and more pleasant. An
old man Jtsoanatsatsi, tells him that men formerly originated
from the' place where the sun rises every morning, and in a visio.n
he sees a man rising out of a pool, brighter than the sun. It IS
this he decides to seek.
Mofolo's form is the familiar hero-quest story found in the
tale. But the impetus for the hero's departure is never the disgust
that Fekisi feels; this alienation is a direct result of the Christian
presence \vhich had driven a wedge in tribal society and divided
kinsrnen on the question of ideology. It is interesting that to seek
the Christian ideal F ekisi has to leave the familiar haunts of his
tribe and his gods and to travel far away across open fields and
deserted lands. It is as if the thoughtful, honest Mofolo were
telling the reader that Christianity was far removed from the
African plane of realism and was an elusive, insubstantial phantom
which had to be sought. But his hero up to the time of setting
out remains very much a Mosotho; appropriately he sings a praisesong to his father's cattle before he finally departs.
The first stages of his journey are disappointing; the people
he encounters are no better than those he has left behind. It is
THOMAS lvlOFOLO

R 0 N A L D D A T H 0 R NE, nov-elist and critic, lectures in
English in the University of lbadan.

with relief that he leaves all human company and treks across
desert until he reaches the sea. There he meets three white
elephant hunters who convert him and incidentally return to him
some of the happiness he had lost. Mofolo adds that his hero
"accepted all they told him, he believed them." On the occasion
of receiving the first sacrament he sees Christ at the altar and
rushes forward. He is found dead.
the hero-quest tale in an important way,
not only was there little link with nature but, as has been shown,
there was an abomination of man. In addition the whole allegorical
interpretation was centred on the protagonist; it was his search,
for his needs, for his boon. Nothing like this had existed in
traditional oral literature and perhaps Mofolo was really visualising
this as the only possibility for the new emerging individual
consciousness, that it should bear the consequences of egocentricity.
The burden of the responsibility of the tribe could be carried by
one man in the oral tales, because behind him and ahead of him
there was the wholeness of the tribe. It was from where he had
come and it was the place to which he was returning. His adventures only made him more loyal, more readily able to appreciate
what he had left behind; they confirmed the superiority of the tribe.
But Mofolo's hero is alienated because he has lost the ability to
pivot within the consciousness of the tribe which is itself disintegrating. His death confirms his pointless vacillations and the
illogicality of alienation.
By contrast Pitseng is a disappointment. All his life Mofolo
had to choose between the amiable offerings of Christian cameraderie and the set diet of an uncompromising art. The difficulties
of the situation were made even more emphatic especially as he
was an employee of Morija. It is only by taking this into consideration that one can accept the second novel at all; it was an attempt
to pacify his teachers, employers and publishers. For his third,
Chaka, the world had to wait until 1925, owing to its outright
rejection by the missionaries. Another, Masaroa, still remains
unpublished.
MOFOLO HAD ALTERED

THE SECOND NOVEL IS NAMED after the village of Pitseng in which
it is set. Mr. Katse has brought Christianity to the village and
soon has a very large following, including Alfred Phakoe and
Aria Sebaka. Katse, rather arbitrarily, dispenses the benefits of
the good life and he decides that the two children should in
time marry. Alfred goes off to a training school and Aria becomes
an assistant at the school. Alfred withstands all temptations and
returns to marry Aria. This is the bare bones of the highly moral
story and it is not really possible that the author of Moeti oa
bochabela was capable of seeing the world in such unequivocal
and obvious terms.
What however seems to deserve some mention in the book is
the relationship that the hero has with nature. It is a relationship
that is to become more evident in Chaka. The rejection of nature
that had been noticed in the first novel, as well as in the work of
~tlangoela, Segoete and Motsamai was part of the rej ection of their
tradition. In the oral literature there is rapport between man and
nature and therefore nature is never rhapsodised nor objeetified. It
is intrinsic, whole and consummatory. After the initial rejection,
Mofolo's return to nature is to do with its rediscovery through
Europe; it is no,v seen with European eyes. For instance as Alfred
journeys to Aria's home:

The finches again flew up in a swarm and passed by quite
close to them, but a little distance away they wheeled and
rushed past them and settled in the reeds. It was as though they
were trying to greet him in this manner.
The hesitation "as though" is important; in the world of oral
literature they would have have greeted him. Mofolo hesitates
because, like his hero of the first novel, he had journeyed away from
his people's ethos on a voyage of repudiation.
THIS IS THE KEY

to an understanding of Chaka. It is no simple
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debunking of legend, but in Nom ]abavu's words " it becomes the
apocalyPtic vision of a mon~trou.s beast, co~sumed by .an alldestroyIng blood-lust." The hIstorIcal Chaka IS only the Impetus
for Mofolo's psychological study of the nature of repudiation.
Mofolo reverts to the theme of the first novel - and this was
his testament - the individual could not survive. Both (Christian
and pagan needed the props of tribal security. It is no accident
that both Fekisi who saw Christ, and Shaka who connived with the
devil, had to die.
Ohaka is forced into individuality; he is the illegitimate son
of Senzangakona, chief of the Ifenilenja tribe, and Nandi. Hated
by his jealous brothers he is forced to flee from home. He
grows up quite alone but brave and his mother wants to ensure
that her son inherits the chieftainship. She has him anointed by
the great serpent of the deep and he is put in the care of the evil
Isanusi. His brothers never let up against him and finally his
own father orders that he should be killed. This marks the
turning point in Chaka's alienation:

When Chaka left his home in flight he left it as Chaka,
a man like other men with the weaknesses of his kind. But
now he was returning entirely changed. It was his body only
that returned, his outward appearance; his inner nature he left
in the place from which he had come. He returned with a
different spirit and a different soul. Even before Chaka had
been a man of extraordinary endurance. He persevered, however
difficult his heart's desire: nothing could stop him from carrying
out his intentions. But he was still only a man, he was not
quarrelsome, and did not know what it was to be the aggressor.
But after seeing his own father's sons trying to kill him without
a cause and his father himself taking their part, he had fled away,
and when he was in the desen his inner nature died, and this
was the spirit with which he now returned: "I will kill without
a cause him whom I wish to kill, be he guilty or be he innocent,

Our own
affairs
Suzanne Cronje

Dan Bana: The Memoirs of a Nigerian
Official by Stanhope White (Cassell, 36s)
SOMEWHERE TOWARDS THE END of his remarkable book Stanhope White states with regret
that too little notice was taken in colonial days
of the Emir of Gwandu and the way in which
relations between his administration and the
District Officers had developed. " Gwandu
might have become the model for many other
places . . . " - a conclusion which probably
reflects a previous conversation:
" 'What will you do when I am replaced

for this is the law upon earth. I will hearken to the entreaties of
none."
lsanusi then sends Chaka to Dingiswayo; here Chaka manages to
win the admiration of the king and after successfully helping him
in a war, Chaka becomes betrothed to Noliwe, Dingiswayo's
favourite sister.
When Chaka's father dies Dingiswayo makes Chaka chief. Soon
on the king's death, he takes even Dingiswayo's place on condition
that he marries Noliwe. It is she whom Isanusi demands as a
sacrifice if Chaka wants to dominate the \vorld. Chaka consents
and kills her. After this murder upon murder follow; he kills
his child, his soldiers and finally his own mother. By then he is
completely insane and is killed at the end by his half-brother
Dingane.
from being too closely regarded as historical
reconstruction and too little as a great novel, apan from its
melodrama. A Times Literary Supplement review in 1931 thought
it was a partly accurate and partly imaginary account and
Mphahlele sees Chaka as a king given the moral problem of
choice. But Chaka is neither pure history nor ethics; it is part
of the tradition of the praise-poem and the hero monomyth but
both of these have undergone a startling blend and a unique
transformation. The catalytic effect of the missionaries had caused
a renewal of concepts; a new melancholy has entered the African
soul and no longer can the natural world, gods and man be
accepted in toto, without question.
To say that Mofolo's two great novels belong to the genre of
Pitseng and are mere exercises in the complacency of missionary
teaching, is to misunderstand them and Mofolo. They are above
all the quests of befuddled individuals, catapulted from the
security of tribal consciousness into the personal uncertainty of
metaphysical speculation. What should concern the reader of
today is not the individual enquiry but the tragic necessity for it.
CHAKA HAS SUFFERED

e

robust representative of that peculiar brand of
men who applied British colonial policy in
Northern Nigeria: efficient, devoted and often
compassionate. He is an excellent raconteur,
and as long as it is realised that some of his
anecdotes are based on the prejudices of his
day rather than fact, the book can be recommended as fascinating reading. It is irritating
in that it never questions, even in retrospect,
the values which he and his fellow officials
represented: "We who served there did more
for our charges than do the idealists in the
Voluntary Services of today." If this is a misconception of the role which today's Volunteers
are meant to play, his suggestion that colonial
officials "should have donned a United Nations badge" and stayed in their former posts
shows him to be even more estranged from
the spirit of this age. For instance, he suggests
that it was American pressure - "almost one
might say, American subversion" - which contributed towards Britain's loss of confidence in
Empire "as part of the order of things." Not
once does he mention the deplorable British
policy which deprived Northern Nigeria of
Western education: it was this, and the upholding of the emirs which brought Nigeria
to the brink of disaster.
Stanhope White's conclusion that, as a result
of last January's military coup, "it will be
long before the name of Nigeria is again strong
and respected in the councils of the world"
shows a remarkable lack of discrimination in
apportioning blame, and convicts him of that
STANHOPE WHITEJS BOOK is so remarkable be- disagree with his views on the benefits of
•
cause it shows him to be such a splendid and colonialism.

by a Nigerian District Officer?' I asked the
Emir on one occasion. 'As long as I am alive
and Emir,' he replied, 'no Nigerian will come
to Birnin Kebbi as District Officer . . . When
we Nigerians are able to run our own affairs,
the need for District Officers and Residents will
have passed. I and my Council will be the sole
agent of the Central Governent in Gwandu . . .'" Stanhope White thought that the
position that had been reached in Gwandu was
"the first and correct step; in due course the
District Officer must cease to be responsible to
the Resident and must become the employee of
the Gwandu Native Administration . . . That
was surely the goal ..."
It surely was. One cannot say with certainty whether Stanhope White's approval of
the Gwandu trend actually covers the Emir's
vision of himself and his court as the sole representative of ·the central government, but it probably does. After all, it was one of the tenets
of indirect rule that the institutions of local
administration should be developed to fonn
the basis of self-government at some distant
and nebulous future date. What this meant in
Northern Nigerian tenns must be obvious to
all who are familiar with conditions there, both
then and now. It meant the entrenchment of
autocratic rulers in positions of absolute or
near-absolute power: a policy which came so
near to succeeding that it almost wrecked independent Nigeria - which may yet wreck the
young republic.
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Honour
and dishonour
A. B. Ngcobo

The Washing of the Spears by Donald R. been more successful in European society than
Morris (Schuster & Schuster, New York; he was in his own." This is astounding. I
Jonathan Cape, London, 55s).
cannot pretend to understand the author here.
He doesn't tell us of this special European
ON THE TRAIL of such books as Ritter's Shaka sense of honour which Mpande shared. Why
Zulu, Binns's The Last Zulu King and Oliver Mpande should have been more successful in
Walker's Proud Zulu comes a work substantially European society is referred to but not elaborthe same as these: the difference is in emphasis. ated upon. This passage reveals who the author
Lieut. Commander Morris has more interesting is and what he thinks on such a vital matter
details than the rest. He appears to have had as human relations. The passage presupposes
more material than they had and to have used that honour is divisible. It presupposes European
what he had to better advantage.
honour and other (inferior) forms of honour.
I t is rare enough for naval officers to write I find very little honour in Sir Bartle Frere,
such meritorious works, at least with no mention an honoured Knight of Britain, and the same
of storms and starboards, and Morris has done could be said of Shepstone. It is fortunate that
it. Judging from the vast and diverse material there aren't many such sweeping statements.
he has collected he must have monumental However, the author himself has also endeavenergy; and he has used it with masterful tact. oured to expose certain attitudes prevalent among
His book is delightful to read. He has been the colonists and settlers, such as that of the
singularly able to knit together his material, officer of the British army who said of Langalibe it from front-line despatches, official reports balele, King of the Amahlubi: "I merely call
or private correspondence, into a beautiful or- him Longbelly." The name is admittedly as
ganic whole. A very vivid picture is created long as Cholmodeley and other English names
for his readers. His description of battles is that are similarly mistreated, but people like
masterly.
this mispronounce, misspell and even rename not
One cannot, of course, fail to observe that because they fail but because they do not care.
the type of materials he used came from one
source only. I mean the settlers or colonists or
Britain itself. He seems to have regarded the MORRIS HAS TRIED, I think successfully, to show
information at his disposal as final and has how reluctant the Zulus were to have a showbased his arguments on it alone. What a pity down with the British. This reluctance did not
that he gathered no facts from the Zulus them- stem from fear or lack of valour but wa ~
selves during his two visits to South Africa. consistent with the policy of the Zulu regime
There are still people ,-,rho know this story and at the time to live in peace with their neighhave a vast array of facts at their finger-tips. bours. Sir Bartle Frere was the chief spokeThey would tell you who killed Durnford, let man of that group which sought the blood of
alone the Prince Imperial. The failure to get the Zulus. He reminds one of Cato of ancient
more from all sides may not affect the narrative Rome who sought the destruction of Carthage
as such but it does weigh heavily on the con- whenever he ended a speech. Bartle Frere was
clusions the writer makes. I am not saying obsessed with his grandiose idea of Federation
that he is biased against the Zulus but that of Southern Africa. This he was prepared to
with all the will in the \vorld having got only pursue irrespective of obstacles such as the
one side of the story it would be difficult to ownership of the land he sought to Federate.
come to a fair and unbiased decision. This Everyone who appeared a hindrance or obstacle
comes from the erroneous idea that only the to this arch-imperialist scheme was to go.
And he was to be removed soon with all
written record is able to give account of past
events. If that were so, research in societies that the ruthlessness of an imperialist power. The
as
had not evolved writing would be well nigh only fault of Cetshwayo was that he
not interested in this scheme and it was even
impossible.
feared that he would thwart it. So he had to
be crucified. Sir Bartle Frere and Shepstone
THE CONS TANT US E by the author of the very sought every excuse to intervene in the affairs
orovocative and insulting word "kaffir" freely of Zululand. In fact one wonders what the
and without quotes is puzzling. However one author thinks of the sense of honour of these
swallow doesn't make a summer. We let him worthy knights. With Shepstone it was even
off on that. But his opinion on page 151 is more than that, for he was not interested in the
shocking, to say the least. He says of Mpande: Federation idea but merely carried it out as
"Mpande was intelligent and more capable a protege of Frere. He was annoyed with the
than Shaka or Dingane of relating cause to order, organisation and discipline he saw in
effect." He goes on "He had an almost Euro- Zululand. To him these virtues were the prepean sense of honour. He would in fact have serve of the Europeans and any poachers had

to be dealt with severely and without mercy.
This was the fate of Cetshwayo and the Kingdom of Zululand.
The burning issue at the time and the ·one
that they· sought to use as casus belli was the
land question. This has been an eternal issue
in Africa and it still is so today. The diversity
of systems of land tenure was responsible for
this. Our people never held that any man in
his right mind could call a piece of land his
own. On the other hand the Whites sought
to teach by example the system of individual
tenure. They grabbed chunks of land for themselves and nobody took them seriously until
they started fencing the land. Then the trouble
began. The Boers had been allocated land near
Blood River. But because of their avarice for
land they exceeded their bounds. This \vas negotiated and they started claiming the whole area.
But what was crucial is that in their proof of
their claim they produced papers purporting
cession of land, merely signed at the end Bo-er
and Zulu. Even the law of the White man could
not a cLrn it this. The British who were called
upon to arbitrate fRiled to do so in time,
arguing that it would set a bad example for the
White man to be found guilty ~'hen the other
litigant was a Black man. On this cross Cetshwayo and the Zulus were crucified. The arbitration Commission took very long to give its
report and the day it gave it ',:vas the day of
the ultimatum. This was the gloomiest chapter
in the history of the Zulus. Perhaps as a people
who had not entered the industrial revolution
they were not used to such conspiracy and intrigue. Intrigue won the day and hostilities
were an inevitability.
The ultimatum of 1878 \¥as the most humiliating piece of paper ever written by men. No
man proud of his people could have ever
accepted it. It was one of the most shameful
acts of blacknlail ever perpetrated in intern3tional
politics. Cetshwayo decided to fight and die in
honour r2t~ef than to live in shame. In the
first encounter of Zulu and British amlS the
latter were disgraced. In fact throughout the
whole campaign there was no British victory:
wherev ...f they appeared to win it was because
the Zulus had sustained setbacks of their o\vn.
Given equality in anns the British would !1eVer
have won the Battle of Ulundi.
Disrae1i when Prime Minister remarked of
the Zulus that "they defeat our Generals, they
convert our B-ishops and they have put an end
to a great European dynasty." It is ·')r:ly
Colenso, the Bishop, \vho vindicated hU111an
conscience in all these intrigues that v/ere perpetrated in the name of Christian civilisation.
The story Morris tells shows up clearly all
this intrigue and conspiracy. The British came
to Zululand and proffered a hand of friendship
to the Zulus. These accepted it in good faith
but were cruelly betrayed in their unsuspecting
belief. What is the moral of this?

HIS TORY HAS S TILL to decide whether the Zulus
have fallen as the author postulates in his subtitle. For us they have, in accordance with the
laws of social dynamics, adapted themselves
to the greater force of African nationalism and
the African Nation. This is the metamorphosis
of today. Things are being transformed to be
other things, so let it be with the Zulus. We are
waiting to see if a century will pass from 1879
without their being vindicated. Even a watched
pot boils in the fullness of time.
The book is worth reading. It might have
gaps here and there historically, but it remains
the most conscientiously written of its type. •

Momentous
years
Anne Darnborough

Five Years: An Experience of South Africa by

Deirdre Levinson (Andre Deutch, 21s).
BOOK IS GOOD for a gossip - and that's
about all. But even a good gossip is only of
interest to those \vho know the people under
discussion, and though one or two of the
characters here transparently are, or ~ere, we~
known figures in the Cape Town antI-?partheId
scene, for the m'ost part they arouse httle con. .
cern in the reader.
How can they? For they are the VIctIms .of
pretentious characterisation - of French, .MISS
Levinson writes: "He's their lord of the nImble
wits their Odysseus with his teeming brain. It's
only~ then that you can truly hear his mind and
the full orchestration of his thousand hearts"
- shallow description, where real people are
irritatingly disguised by phoney names, and c:f
the endless, carping and largely irrelevant pohtical talk in which they indulge.
Nevertheless for those closely acquainted with
the Non-European Unity Movement in the
period Miss Levinson writes about, the momentous years around 1960, this book will doubtless
be of interest.
For anyone more generally concerned with
South Africa, with the polirics of opposition:
particularly in the era before the Congress
organisations were banned, and with the chronicling of that country's political history, what a
sad book this is.
We see Miss Levinson and her characters
adopt the sour and negative attitudes of their
group towards the activities organised in opposition to apartheid at a time when legislation
was growing increasingly more repressive, and
when opposition was still legal.
We see them carping at each protest demonstration, mass meeting, boycott or strike designed
to oppose each step of repressive legislation on
the grounds that the legislation was passed anyway, so the protest was worthless - " there was
a Defiance Campaign in 1952 against Group
Areas, which failed and was dropped, and
today we all live in group 'areas ".
We see them sanctimoniously reviling one of
their revered leaders, the beloved colleague of
Miss Levinson, Boris Duma, lecturer in African
History at the University of Cape Town, because
he took part in a University protest at the
Government's legislation to close the universities
to African, Indian and Coloured students.
Throughout the book, the strong impression
is received that the group, and the author with
it, were more interested in opposing the 'antiapartheid force at work in the country in those
times, than in fighting Verwoerd, Vorster and
the whole system.

the style - crossbred between novel, history and
autobiography - the strained prose, the author's
ponderous self- revelations, are unimportant beside the often malicious references to the work of
the major opposition groups, as instanced in the
remark quoted above about the Defiance Campaign, of 1952, which was organised by 0e
African N'ational Congress a'nd was a VItal
demonstration of the people's opposition to the
White Nationalist government and its policies.
The campaign first stirred millions of South
Africans to an awareness of what was happening
to their country and was one of the first
actions there to arouse the overseas interest in
South Africa which has today reached intense
proportions, with incalculable value to the
struggle going on there.
Miss Levinson's political analyses are also
often contrary to fact. She frequently ascribes
to the Liberals the organisation of demonstrations which were the work of the Congress
Alliance, in which the Liberal Party never was.
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Political opinions of any kind are the prerogative of any writer, but they rarely help an
understanding of the situation they refer to
when they obscure its unfolding, as here. It is
doubly sad when they have no power to sustain
the person holding them, and she is annihilated
in face of the inexorable grind of apartheid and
the fight against it.
The author'·s description of the ultimate
effect her five years' experience of South Africa
had on her is obscure - " South Africa brought
me nearest my bone. I belong to my own
dialectic my source and the protest it
engendered - and only therefore belong anywhere. It was South Africa that made this the
most absolute reality for me, by providing the
means for its real expression." But that the
country and its people moved her deeply is
undeniable. It so moves many, both native to it
and strangers. Therein lies the hope for its
future and, we may pray, for its future
literature.
•

THIS

THIS POLITICAL IRRESPONSIBILITY is the serious
criticism one must make of the group and
therefore necessarily of the book. The gossip,

" ythologizing
lVJu urnba Bull

The overall results are that to those who do
not think like Scobie, his book is revolting, and
to those who do not know anything about
Africa the book is misleading and as to the
African himself, reading through Scobie's book
calls for a great achievement in self control.

on the other hand succeeds in doing
what Scobie failed to do. He gives a narrative
of his hair-raising experiences as a prisoner of
Somali bandits without passing judgment on his
captors. If he does so it is on them as individuals and not as Somalis (or Africans, as
Scobie would do 'it.) Hurd is more concerned
with recreating the whole sequence of events
and the atmosphere of his whole experience.
Another thing that comes through in Hurd's
Murder faT Magic by Alastair Scobie (Cassell, book is his close acquaintance with the people
2 s)
he is writing about, be it when he writes about
Kidnap at Kiunga by David Hurd (Robert Hale, his experiences on a farm in the White High21s)
lands of Kenya or his long acquaintance with
Beyond the Cape of Hope by Robert Browne Kibanja Kenga or the Safari to Lamu. The
U-ohn Murray, 18s)
book makes very interesting reading indeed.
DAVID HURD

ABOUT AFRICA is rapidly becoming out of date. Africa is no more a dark
continent. It's true that the African values and
way of life are different from those of Western
Europe, but only in the same sense that the
Ch'nese, Japanese, and American ways of life
are different, for instance, excluding the influences of modern technology.
Alastair Scobie has chosen an infinitely intriguing subject with an undying fa,scination
to all mankind, a subject which also highlights
some of the values which are peculiarly African.
If only Scobie had stopped there his book
might have made a real contribution to the
understanding not only of the African, but
the working of the human mind as a whole. For
as he points out at the beginning of his book,
"human beings have a vast capacity for believing the unbelievable." However Scobie goes
on to judge and grade the African people, and
in so doing his personal bias, or ignorance
about the people he claims to understand so
well, shines out brilliantly. Consider statements
like: "Kraalman in Africa lives a life not only
brutal, short and savage but utterly cynical ..."
or ". . . for the smarter politicians are anxious
to establish them'selves as 'Ministers of State,'
which is always the reality behind the 'Freedom now! ' shouts in any African State . . ."
MYTHOLOGIZING

ROBERT

BROWNE'S

Beyond the Cape of Hope

differs from the first t\VO in style and approach.
The reader cannot help feeling that this is
really a confrontation with the author's personality and spirit which are projected through
the places and people he describes. His description of his grandparents' home, or the
Transvaal highveld, or the mountain slopes of
Malawi stand out vivid and clear, but this is
as they appear through the author's inner
mind and not just as they are.
Similarly, it is the author's acute powers of
observation at a much deeper level which gives
life and fascination to 'the scene in his parents'
living room the night before his departure, and
to the scene at the dock while he stands on
the ship's deck. The same is true of the scene
where he is lying seriously ill expecting death
any moment on a station on Lake Nyasa.
The book has no single plot, the author lets
his mind wander freely forwards and backwards both in terms of time and place, using
the excuse of a sea voyage along the East
Coast for plunging into numerous reminiscences. Since certain experiences are more fascinating than others, and some places more
interesting, it does put off the reader a bit
not to have 'a plot to follow, however beautiful
the author's style.
•
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THE GHANA AND NIGERIA PLANS
IN RETROSPECT

Part 2

REGINALD HERBOLD GREEN

IV
was distincdy more cautious than the
Ghanaian. It sought marginal change within and from existing economic
patterns as a product of relatively slow growth along existing lines.
Ghana's had, of course, 'centred on ore rapid development through
alteration of the production structures. GDP was to grow 4% a yeara projection of the 1950-60 overall record, albeit a distinct recovery from
the 1955-60 slowdown.
The total annual investment target of £200-million a year represented
about a 25% increase on the levels of the late 1950's. These overall
targets were - at least in principle - quite feasible. Their attainment,
however, would not have led to any significant reducrion in foreign
dependence: indeed, the need for foreign aid and investment as a per
cent of total investment was posited to rise. Nor would they have created
an industrial sector capable of generating broadly-based development in
future plan periods. And they would not have met the challenges of
increasing wage-salary employment or modernising agriculture rapidly.
THE NIGERIAN ECONOMIC STRATEGY

in the strategy included:
1. Rapid expansion of cash crop production, particularly for expon,
combined with an export earnings boost from petroleum.
2. Concentration of public sector investment in infrastructure, social
welfare, and a few large-scale productive sector projects.
3. Dependence on private investment, dominantly though by no
means totally foreign, in the directly productive sectors. This would
be accompanied by a high degree of freedom from controls, ·and also
substantial tax concession and remittance-guarantee incentives to
encourage, but not direct, private investment.
4. Acceptance of growth based on, or gradually shifting from, the
present structure of production. This was in response to market
forces, including lower costs resulting from improved infrastructure,
and income boosts from expanded cash crop production plus the
petroleum industry. This was preferred to structural intervention
by the state through broad productive investment, market control,
and income pattern alteration, either by tax reform or investment
programme results.

ItEY ELEMENTS

~VALUATION

OF THE APPROPRIATENESS and consistency of Nigeria's
strategy falls into two main categories. First the strategy would appear
appropriate for an extremely undeveloped economy in which rapid initial
export development was providing both productive sector dynamism and
rapidly rising public revenues. The basic infrastructure requirements,
human as well as physical, would need fully to extend public, financial,
physical, human, and institutional capacities for one or more planning
periods as in Mauretania or Libya. Alternatively, the strategy would be
reasonable if 'a sustained export boom allowed rapid growth - including
private investment in construction material and consumer goods manufacture - without the degree of austerity associated with rapid domestic
market-based structural change. (Even in this case state intervention in
employment creation and agricultural modernisation would deserve
emphasis.) Ghana from 1950 to 1960 and the Ivory Coast from 1955
through 1963 illustrate this case. However, both of these situations posit
high - say 6% - growth rates of Gross Domestic Product and higher
- say 8% - growth rates of exports over the forthcoming decade, neither
of which conditions was forecast in the Nigerian Plan. Moreover, Nigeria
in 1962 scarcely fell in the extreme undeveloped economy class in tenns
of either human or physical infrastructure.
Second, while the nature of the Nigerian (as opposed to the Ghanaian)
Plan presentation makes it somewhat difficult to sep'arate conceptual from
implementational defects, several of the former do appear less than 25%
of public lector investment wu allocated to directly productive activity.

Given that private investment (at 40 - 45% of total) was virtually the
same share as in Ghana this implied a radically lower overall allocation
to production, perhaps 45% vs 60%.
Given the projected growth of domestic savings, of public consumption,
and of population, less than 1% a year increase in per capita personal
consumption was consistent with both price stability and external balance
(the latter assuming the 50% foreign aid-investment share of gross capital
formation was secured). As the salary system had average built-in annual
increments of 5% a year and the Plan's project and GDP forecasts seem
to imply a 2 - 3% annual increase in wage and salary employment, the
1% ceiling would have required that both wage and salary structures
remained constant over the Plan period and that average earnings by
wage (but not salary) recipients also remain static either because there
would be no average improvement in labour force quality and length of
service or because no incentive payments would be made for such gains.
Even from the short-run employer profit criteria, such a wage policy
would appear unsound because of its lack of spurs to job retention and
skill acquisition. Socio-politically it is clearly unviable especially in a
context of rising salaries and profits.
Planning machinery and economic policy coordination - both among the
Regional and Federal governments and within each - was clearly inadequate. Broad civil service - or political - involvement in formulation
of and commitment to implementation of the Plan's targets was not
obtained except in the East and the pre-Akintola West. The Federal
Ministry of Economic Development - despite an able Permanent Secretary with a number of competent staff members and advisors - was
given little effective role in implementation and carried negligible political
prestige or power.
V

The highly doubtful appropriateness of the Nigerian strategy and the
weaknesses in its application in the Six Year Plan could have been
expected ·to lead to uneven and often unsatisfactory results even if
implementation had been of a high order. In fact it was extremely,
sometimes unbelievably, poor.
The pervasive atmosphere of self-seeking and corruption created by the
dominant political class and affecting many of the public corporations
(though not, by and large, the higher civil service) led to flagrant alterations in 'and deviations from the Plan designed to serve their proponents
but hardly conducive to economic development. At the same time a
conservative Treasury response to ·the deteriorating current budget surplus
(resulting largely from politically motivated recurrent spending of little or
no real value) and to the rapidly worsening balance of payments position
(dominated by a rapid growth in consumer amenity and luxury imports
and by failure to present enough viable and honest project proposals to
secure projected aid flows) caused overall public investment cutbacks to
under 50% of the Plan target levels over the first half of the six-year
period (1962-1965).
The cost of corruption was threefold: first it was so widespread as to
hinder or even prevent normal government or private sector operations
(in addition to the inequitable "tax" it imposed); second not only the
choice of suppliers and contractors but - far worse - the nature of
projects undertaken was dominated by either political, class, personal,
business interests or possibilities of open or thinly disguised payoffs;
third the concentration of all substantial economic opportunity in the
hands of the political elite combined with the impression (basically trUe)
that their rising incomes had little relationship to ability or effort, destroyed
the basis of consent in the entire society leading to near total collapse of
governmental functioning and mass resort to terror in the Western Region
after the fall 1965 elections. Abuse of public position for personal gain
had become the dominant theme and guidina strateiY of the political
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reserves - made possible by sharp increases in aid and investment inflows.
The petroleum gains which will continue - are, unfortunately, somewhat
deceptive. Assuming 1966·67 production toapproa'ch £lOO-million, not
more than £15 - lO-million will accrue to the Nigerian government in
taxes and royalties (probably significantly less) and not more than
£40-million to Nigerian income recipients public or private. Unlike
Nigeria's traditional exports, 80 to 90% of whose proceeds do accrue
to Nigerian income recipients, petroleum production because of its high
exploration cost, capital equipment, and foreign expert personnel components yields net Nigerian-owned export proceeds under half aross
exports.
Conclusions from the Nigerian experience are rather different from
the Ghanaian:
1. The strategy was not well adapted to Nigeria's circumstances and
posited a growth rate low enough to cause massive economic and
social problems even if fully attained.
2. Basic Plan formulation was weak especially in estimating priyate
consumption growth and in providing mechanisms for evaluation
and control of implementation.
3. Given the promotion of misuse of public office for private gain
to the level of a dominant cc political philosophy", implementation
was inevitably distorted and erratic while the political elite's fiscal
conservatism (especially in regard to taxing itself effectively) meant
that it was quantitatively barely half of public sector investment
targets.
•. While the foreign reserve-debt and internal budgetary positions did
not deteriorate to the extent of the Ghanaian, this stemmed from
Plan underfulfillment and a (non-Plan caused) 1965 export boom
rather than selective austerity or implementational efficiency.

class; men primarily motivated by any broader set of goals (even the
maintenance of conservative traditional structures) were the exception
although they certainly did exist even if usually frustrated or partially
tainted by the system. The senior anny and police officers, the senior civil
servants, and the university faculties (though less clearly than one would
have wished outside Ibadan) were the only status groups in which the
concepts of responsibility, service, and obligation to public welfare maintained general acceptance. Within the pre-coup political structure they
were unable to alter a system they saw as the cause of much of Nigeria's
human suffering and national humiliation. They now form the core of
decision makers, administrators, and advisors in the military government.
Unemployment grew explosively from 1960 through 1965 while real
wages of unskilled labour probably fell, especially with the failure of
urban food supplies to keep pace with demand in 1964 and 1965 adding
to the price increases resulting from 'Sharply increased - and on balance
regressive - taxes. Public corporations, by and large, turned in worse
records than those in Ghana. No serious attempt to reorganize, enforce
profit criteria on management, or to coordinate information and planning
for the state corporation sector in Development of Finance Ministry
hands (parallel to recruitment - if not fully successful - efforts in
Ghana) was evident before the military government.
In practice, Nigeria's economy has performed rather better in some
respects than the shaky strategy and dismal implementation would lead
one to expect. Gross Domestic Product is reported to have risen rapidly
although the use of highly doubtful price indices in producing the
"constant price ,GDP" series (no current price one is published) and
the claim of rapid increases in domestic food production flatly belied
by market conditions cast doubt on the accuracy of this index. Certainly
1965 saw a sharp improvement in the trade balance - partly from
traditional export booms and rising petroleum ishipments and partly from
the effects of tariff hikes on con-sumer imports and a rise in international

[Continu~

lobbying sports administrators attending the
Commonwealth Games in Jamaica. Wads of
unmistakeably Brutus-inspired literature for the
South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee
are already appearing in London. His poetry
will start reappearing soon, and articles and
stories will surely follow. The last copy that he
submitted to The N em African lay before the
editor when the news came of his arrest in
Mozambique. The story (which later appea'red
in the Daily Herald, London) was set beyond
South Africa's borders where an escapee from
Verwoerd's clutches sat contemplating his future
and savouring the thought: cc Verwoerd will go
to gaol before I do. . . ." The irony was bitter:
Brutus went to gaol first. Now back in freedom
Brutus can think: "Now it's Vedwoerd's turn".

100,000 watching England win the
World Cup at Wembley there can only have
been one man who the day before had been
under house arrest and banned from all nonnal
human society outside his own family. House
arrest had been an improvement for Dennis
Brutus. Until July 1965 he was serving a sentence on Robben Island, South Africa's political
Devil's Island - for refusing to recognise the
banning order served on him without trial or
defence two years before. Brutus had escaped
to Swaziland, moved to Mozambique to make a
long journey to Europe, been seized by the
Portuguese and returned to Johannesburg, where
he broke arrest - as much to let the world know
where he was as in the hope of making it to
freedom. His ill luck continued. His guard happened to be a Bisley gold-medallist who brought
him down with a shot that went clean through
his chest - for such a crack shot, it went suspiciously near the heart. The wound gave
~rutus pain and his captor Vorster an explanation for further injury suffered as a result of
prison assaults.
AMONG THE

IN ENG LAND~ BRUTUS WILL continue his campaign for multiracial sport - he is presently

•
Civis Britannicus sum~ Perhaps fewer and
fewer non-Englishmen now claim their rights as
far-flung British subjects with the confidence St
Paul could feel as a Roman citizen. How diffidently did Lord Butler hint at the desirability of
such an attitude among Commonwealth immigrants in a recent television interview. In the
House of Commons the Labour victor of
Smethwick, Andrew Faulds, in a fine frenzy,
reminded Mr Bottomley that the detained lecturers in Salisbury were British subjects, as
though in this -they differed from all those others
whom Smith's police have held without trial
before and since his seizure of power. One of
the lecturers gave better reasons for the frenzy:
" Because we are white, because we are lecturers,
because some of us have powerful friends,"
wrote Christopher Hill, in The Times, London,
on August 8, 1966, " strong diplomatic pressure
was brought to bear on our behalf. Meanwhile
hundreds of Africans are confined behind barbed
wire in restriction camps - many of them for
long periods of years. Little diplomatic pressure
has been exerted on their behalf. It should have
been years ago and it should still be exerted
now." If it is, the grounds will scarcely be their
British citizenship. The old Imperial Myth has

on pa,. lSS

long been shattered for those who were bom
British subjects but were not clearly enouch of
Caucasian stock, to pass as U White n.

of Civis BritQftnicus eram - "I was a British citizen" - will
remove the false beliefs which Africans once
held to their grave cost. In 1919 the forerunners
of South Mrica's freedom movements of -today
petirioned the King Emperor, George V, thus:
" It is with painful regret that we remind Your
Majesty that these Victorian principles which
our people associate with the high ideals of the
British Constitution have been departed from
and in the main dishonoured and ignored by
Your Majesty's representative Governments in
South Africa. We humbly submit to Your Most
Gracious Majesty that the black inhabitants Of
this land who are Your Majesty's subjects, on
account of their race, colour, language and
creed, live under a veiled form of slavery.'·
The King never even saw the petition. Colonial
Secretary Milner, Governor-General Buxton and
"liberal" South Mrican minister F. S. Malan
carried on a cynical little correspondence about
it, and the African deputation that finally
brought it to England were fobbed off with an
under-secretary. They duly embarked for home
on the Edinburgh Castle but their fellow British
subjects refused to have them on board, the
Captain put them ashore and the ship sailed
for Cape Town m'inus the delegates but plus
their baggage. But that's another story.
AT LEAST THE NEW AWARENESS

THEIR MEMORIAL TO the King (designed for the
Peace Conference at Versailles) further claimed
his protection for Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland, and his intercession in order that
South-West Africa (then just freed from Gennan
colonial rule) "should never be handed to the
Union Government of South Africa". Words,
words, words. Perhaps one day the claim Civis
Africanus sum will protect the African from
tyranny in a way the phoney Imperial claim
has failed to do.
•
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VI

Ghana's basic economic strategy and development rate goals should
be viable under- more sober and efficient management if (gross) export
earnings can be raised to the order of £175 - 190-million by 1968 - 70
and a 'Sustained net inflow of aid and investment of perhaps £20 - 25million per year secured. Several major economic-managerial reforms
are essential to the fulfillment of this hopeful prognostication.
Growth of public recurrent expenditure must - at least over the next
ten years - be held below growth of domestic product. Ideally the
initial 1965 Budget Estimates, cut by perhaps 5 - 8% to eliminate wasteful
or marginal expenditure (especially on duplicative administrative structures, the armed forces, and the police), could form the base with 2j-%
overall increments until 1971 and a slightly less rigid policy thereafter.
Ghana today has adequate administrative capacity and the best overall
social service system in tropical Africa; their rapid expansion while
desirable is postponable. Total investment (public and private) should
not be allowed to fall below £100 - 125-million and should by 1970 be
pushed back to £150 - 165-million. Directly productive and fully or
partially useful infrastructural projects under construction should be
completed, but the Planning Secretariat should enable more rigorous
testing of new starts not only in regard to honesty and eventual
viability but also to appropriateness of standards and immediate urgency.
Priority should be given to securing full capacity use of existing, newly
completed, and about to be completed plant while rigorously pruning
managerial and institutional deadwood e.g. cuttin~ back Ghana Airways
staff and recurrent expenditure by perhaps 75%. Incentives in the form
of capital equipment and raw material import licenses should be given
to secure investment of perhaps £35 - 50-million in present blocked
foreign firm profits -and a substantial portion of the £ 15 - 20-miUion
annual foreign investment profit flow.
Public sector economic policy and programme coordination and control
(including a simplified set of policies affecting -the private sector) should
be centralized so far as key decision making and general implementation
oversight is concerned - preferably in a Ministry of Planning and
Development or a Planning Secretariat responsible to the Chief Executive
- while much greater decentralization of detailed implemen-tation and
more effective commitment to it should be secured by involving other
government bodies (on the local and regional as well as the central level)
in formulating and revising targets and projects as well as in carrying
them out.
The present foreign debt must be refinanced to lengthen payment periods
and short term credits secured to meet overdue and immediate future
requirements. Over a longer perspective, lines of access to long-term
private inv-estors (not simply ma'chinery salesmen or contractors) and to
Western governments and international monetary-investment bodies should
be rebuilt and those with Eastern governments and export suppliers
maintained. Securing an international Cocoa Agreement with export
controls and a price range of - say - £ 180 - 220 per ton is critical
to limiting credit needs; -acceptance of the £120 ton (FAO estimate)
., equilibrium" price between growth of demand and uncontrolled export
expansion by 'all producers, whether in an agreement or through failing
to secure one, would be disastrous.
Austerity must be maintained. For the groups which profited by loopholes -and scarcities - including many Ghanaian businessmen - it should
be tightened. N ei-ther the progressive tax system nor stiff import controls on
consumer non..necessities can be removed except -at the price of growth.
Equally, massive salary increases for upper income groups can only be at
the price of investment, of real reductions in mass-used public services
supplied, of increased inequality in income distribution, and/or of
spiralling inflation. A 10% wage-salary boost may be necessary but should
be the ceiling; improved 1965 and (apparently) 1966 crops and (potential)
improved use of domestic consumer goods production capacity should allow
an increase of this order over 'an 18-month period.
The successful implementation of such a programme should result in
rapid regaining of a surplus on visible exports over visible imports, a
~ - 6% growth of real GDP {attained in 1964 but not in 1965 and most
unlikely for 1966), distinct easing of consumer goods shortages, and an
end to 1965's runaway inflation (continued 4 - 6% annual price increases
are likely under any conditions except those of a severe slump in real
GDP).
The National Liberation Council govemment'sactions to date cast
doubts on whether it will attempt this daring economic policy pattern.
The official scrapping of the Seven Year Plan and the almost total
cessation of investment activity reported by recent visitors to Accra are
disquieting. The loss of momentum from a six-month investment moratorium can be 'Serious and few cc savings" are more costly than leavina
.able project. half completed.

Recurrent budget disciphne is being imposed - albeit not one fears
on army-police spending. Rationalization and coordination of policymaking and implementing machinery appears to be in process, both
within the government proper and in regard to the state corporations.
However, the reaction against austerity and badly-handled imports allocations threatens to include excessive (25% has been mooted) upper level
salary increases and expansion of consumer amenity imports.
A highly useful £30-million US PL 480 credit has been secured as well
as IMF approval of up to £13-million of drawings (the policy condition
price of the latter is not fully clear). However, barring a more flexible
policy this will barely balance the loss of £5-million a year in Soviet
commodity aid (similar to PL 480 but in the form of fuel and consumer
manufactures) and circa £25-million a year in Eastern plant and equipment credits.
Whether Ghana will hold firmly to the £180 ton producer nation
cocoa floor price proposal (as almost certainly recommended by her
economic civil servants) or be excessively willing to compromise with
the manufacturer dominated delegations of the cocoa consuming (and
Western aid providing) countries which appear to favour a £140 floor
is uncertain. The difference to her export earnings could well run £ 15 20-million annually.
VII
Nigeri-a faces a similar set of_ immediate economic-managerial reform
needs but one modified by her better fiscal, weaker employment, and
lower productive capacity in the pipeline, positions. In regard to investment, the short-run need is to accelerate up to Plan targets; in foreign
credit procurement to step up the flow of viable and properly evaluated
projects so as to make use of tentative commitments. A cocoa agreement,
while of substantial import, is less critical for her than maximization of
Nigerian private and public earnings from petroleum exports and the use
of low cost natural gas to stimulate 'appropriately selected heavy industry.
The problem of equitable austerity takes a sharply different form. A
progressive tax system must be created not strengthened and maintained
a-s in Ghana. At least limited import -and exchange controls should be
instituted.
_
However, the dominant requirement over the 1966-68 period is the
evolution of a 20-year perspective and a three - six year operational plan
based on: Ca) a more ambitious and realistic development strategy; (b) a
coherent and evaluated set of sectoral and _project targets. (including at
least probable range estimates for the private sector) for the first three
years; 'and (c) a pattern of institutional and governm_ental control structures capable of providing effective and honest implementation. Modernization of agriculture, both to provide a decent living for food growers
and to break urban food supply bottlenecks, and stimulation of more
dynamic growth in wage eIl)ployment rank high among the problems to
be confronted within this framework.
To date, the new Nigerian government's record in the economicmanagerial refonn field is impressive. Its new recurrent and capital
budgets do appear to combine selective pruning with seriou-s efforts to
step up Plan fulfillment. The make-up of the administrative and services
sector members of the National Unity study group and especially of the
National Planning study group (chaired by Chief S. O. Adebo, probably
Nigeria's most able public administrator, and including at least three
of her outstanding economists, Dr. Pius Okigbo, Dr. O. Aboyade, and
Professor H. A. Oluwasanmi, the last an agricultural development specialist) combined with the seriousness with which the Ironsi government
appears to take them, auger well. The 20-year perspective and five-year
operational plans approved in outline in late May appear to call for
thoroughgoing reform of strategy, policy, and institutions around a theme
of more rapid development through greater emphasis on alterations in
production, income distribution, and consumption patterns. The energy
and insight of Economic Development's A. A. Ayida appear to be having
far greater effect since January than in the previous three years.
In Nigeria, 'as in Ghana, the most basic political economic challenges
are socio-political. First, the development programmes must be made to
be and to be seen to be meaningful to broad groups of people if their cost.
a're to be accepted. Second, more diffused participation in economic policy
and project selection, formulation, and implementation must be attained
both within the government and the wider community and both at the
centre and down to the local level. Third, a political structure with broad
participation in and influence over basic decisions must be created to
replace the discredited past political elites and to provide the present
Army/Policy-Technocratic/Intellectual elites and their successors with
a responsible framework within which to work, and positive support to
make their work effective. Nigeria - even if more cautiously than some of
the technocrats, intellectuals, and junior officers would wish - appears
to be moving in this direction; whether the NLC in Ghana is doine
likewise is rather more obscure.
•
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Retold from
the French-3

Without
a breath
or a murmur

THE CLASS WAS FAR from normal; impatience and joy registered
itself on the faces of the students. Instead of his usual French
course, the teacher was telling a story of the Middle Ages, but
nobody was listening. Since the early morning the minds of the
boys had been on their vacation. Two weeks to be spent at home,
in the family circle, away from books and ink, away from dusty
cloakrooms and the playground darkened by winter ... two weeks
of romping, of meals prepared by mothers to satisfy voracious
appetites, of feasts and laziness ... Two weeks!
Kocoumbo was not paying attention either. His eyes travelled
over the stunted trees in the garden, and his heart was sad. No
vacation for him, at least no vacation with his family, nor even
with his friends. The week before, Mrs Brigaud had written him
that they had been invited by their cousins and they would all be
leaving for Brittany to spend the Christmas vacation there. The
young man was staying at the school and he had watched his
schoolmates packing their suitcases and putting their books away
without being able to share their gaiety. Five more minutes, and
the happy swarm of schoolboys, finally dismissed for the term,
would em'erge from the school and spread over the town towards
the station. But Kocoumbo could only idly ramble through the
school building, the yard without an echo, the dormitory without a
living soul; he would get to know solitude, silence, and boredom;
he would spend a useless vacation, counting the days that separated
him from the beginning of the new term.
" I'll work to pass my time," he said to himself, " and above all
I'll try not to think of home.... "

brought him back from his sombre meditations. His
neighbour held out a red book to him under the desk. He took it.
It was a volume containing Corneille's collected works.
" Something to keep you busy during rlle vacation."
Kocoumbo's eyes lit up with gratitude. He had only read
selected passages from that author. Corneille's works would recall
the epics his father used to tell him when he was in Africa. Of
course, at that time he could hardly take any more of those savage
tales of bravery, but here everything that made him remember his
country stirred up his emotions.
The bell rang. The pupils got up and left the room in disorder.
They had all packed their satchels without letting on, while the
teacher was speaking of beautiful Aude with her white arms. They
had only waited for the signal announcing the end of class so that
they could rush out. Suddenly Kocoumbo was alone. He looked at
the deserted classroom for a moment, at the benches which seemed
strangely remote from the desks, at the violet rims of the inkstained ink-wells, and at the blackboard where a geometry problem,
forgotten since the previous day, was beginning to fade without the
help of a duster.
"Where has the duster gone? " Kocoumbo wondered. He had
decided to tidy up the classroom and to remove that morose and
neglected old wives' look from it.
A LIGHT KICK

Translated by Willfried Feuser from Kocoumba, l'etudiant noir,
by the Ivory Coast writer Ake Loba, published by Flammarion,
Paris. in 1960.

AKE LOBA

His eyes searched the room, and he saw the duster lying about
near the door. A pupil in a hurry must have put it up in passing
so that it fell down at once from the groove where it was smothered
under the chalk-dust. He picked it up and for a split-second he
had the impression that this little bit of grey cloth came alive and
was going to get rid of its own dust by giving off- a lusty sneeze.
Even this little thing needed a vacation.
Smiling at his absurd idea, Kocoumbo started letting his arm
swing like the hand of a metronome over the blackboard figures
which vanished one by one.
The noise made by the pupils came up from the yard. He slowed
down his movement and dropped the duster. What was the use?
. . . His heart sank. He took his books and went down the stairs.
" I'll watch them when they're leaving. That will cheer me up."
UNDER THE ROOF of the playground, behind the glass door of the
hall, one could distinguish parents talking with the headmaster.
Kocoumbo, sitting on the bench under the bell, glanced out of the
corner of his eye at the boys coming out with their parents. They
were shaking off their boarding-school timidity and taking on
again the determined expression of children on holiday.
The door opened letting out mothers carrying a satchel or
suitcase, fathers rejuvenated by their sons, loudly talking with them
wi th jovial expressions on their faces; and youngsters who under
their air of importance could not hide their glee at having finished
their term, and their inner excitement fired with a thousand plans
for the games and expeditions that lay ahead of them.
Kocoumbo noticed the physical resemblance between the fathers
and their children. " How fine it is to have your family near you! "
he thought. And he took in avidly this touching sight. The greatest
happiness for any adolescent was certainly to have a father and a
mother who not only loved you 'but also thought of you and your
future, of everything that concerned you closely or even remotely.
For the first time Kocoumbo felt this to be an overriding need.
A father came out of the hall looking flushed after the conversation he had just had with the headmaster. He bent down his tall
frame and pulled up his son's socks after first cleaning his nose with
a mother-like gesture. Kocoumbo felt his hean throbbing in his
chest, and a large tear ran down his cheek.

The pillars supporting the roof of the playground
seemed to brace themselves more rigidly. The night began to enguJf
the yard, which imperceptibly took on the appearance of a fleeting,
jeering phantom. ever had he felt so alone.
A feeling of revolt which could not be translated 'by gestures or
even by his facial expression, swallowed him up in its rapid and
conflicting maelstrom and turned his stomach to the point of
nausea. obody in this country, not even a leper, could suffer such
a fate! From the remotest time he could remember he had always
been surrounded by the sounds of voices and laughter; he always
had the spectacle of human life under his very eyes; its rhythm had
tinkled in 'his ears; its hot and vital throb had pervaded all his
senses; when he rose with the dawn and left his hut he could be
sure to find outside a pensive old man, a restless child unwilling to
sleep, some dogs or goats; when he set out all alone to 'hunt in the
HE STOOD UP.
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the invisible presence of millions of animals or insects would
pany him, the spirits of his ancestors would follow in his
)whispering advice, pouring solemn rhythmical songs into hisheart content with their untiring companionship. But here nothing
but stone choking the empty dusk, here no ancestors, no spirits, no
souls to throb, nothing, nothing, nothing but window panes, tiles,
pillars, and this little dried and wrinkled garden without a breath
and a murmur....
He did not deserve that! This awful school had a macabre, icy
look about it; it was the refuge of souls in agony.
Kocoumbo shuddered. For a moment he thought he was dead, a

roving SpIrIt. "They've killed me," he reflected, "but I have not
yet been avenged, that's why I cannot join the souls of my ancestors.
Have my parents forgotten me? Will I stay alone for ever? Must
I go and disturb the living so that they will remember me? But
who killed me? "
"Who is the person that killed me? " Kocoumbo murmured.
He swung around abruptly, like a madman. Then he remembered
slowly that this dull void which opened its sinister jaws was only a
passing mood of forlornness. ForlomneSi.
Oh, now he understood the meaning of this word. . . .

Mazisi Kunene-l
SIR,-Your article in Tlte NftD AfriclM of JUlle
1966, on the poetry of Mazisi Kunene strikes
me as unworthy of a magazine claiming to
present the arts of Mrica in a serious manner.
The writer's obvious enthusiasm for his subject does not in any way mitigate the fact that
he illustrated this introduction to a comp-arativeIy unknown, and in his and other people's view,
insufficiently appreciated poet, only with extracts
from the three poems which are readily available
to the reader interested in such things. They are
of course published in -the Penguin Africa
Library's Modtrn African Poetry.
His interpretation of these three poems was
not such as to inspire much confidence in his
strength as a literary critic, but even so, a
minimum of work from him on the hundreds of
poems which he himself said are lying untranslated and unread around Mr Kunene's
London Hat, would have helped towards a better
understanding of Mr Kunene's work.
The tragedy of this particular poet, and
doubtless of many other South Mrican writers
is that their work in their own languages is not
read by their own people - because of bans
which prevent publication of their work or because of heavy government control of such
Mrican-Ianguage publishing as there is (largely
directed at the schools, themselves carefully
screened to offer only "suitable" reading matter). Nor is their work read by interested readers
abroad, due to problems of translation.

A magazine such as yours, if it exists for ••y
lood purpose at all, should surely make a better
attempt at filling this deplorable cultural hole
than last month's article on the poems of Mazisi
lCunene.
ANNE DARNBOROUG.
116 Crawford Strttt, London W.l
[W. share Miss Darnborough's concern in tit.
lack of adequate attention paid to Mr Kunenl's
poetry~' but we do not feel obliged to publish
only the kind of critical essays with which th.
editors or Miss Darnborough agree. More fundamental, Miss Darnborough does not say what
her disagreements are with the interpretation
given to these poems.- LITERARY EDITOR]

Mazisi Kunene - 2
SIR,-Thank you so much for Mr Bulane's
article on the poetry of Raymond Mazisi
Kunene. The article added great depths to the
poems which 1 had already come to know from
Penguin's Modern Poetry from Africa and
which, when I first read them several months
ago I considered some of the finest poetry I had
read in a long time. Could I ask you to print
his work when there is space in your magazine?
A second request, please. Where can I get
hold of more of his poetry to read? Has he
published an anthology or has any of it been
published in a literary periodical with which I
am not familiar?
NATALIE REIN
277 Trinity Road, London S.W.18
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